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New Superintendent i Capt. Knowles’ Name

TO PACK FANCY SARDINES
pete With the Foreign Brands

mped

Lafayette

Packing

Company

of

Rockland) will start packing fancy
sardines which will compete on the
domestic market with the foreign
brands. Tiie firm occupies the
factory formerly owned1 by the
Ramsdeli Packing Company. J. S.
Knafou, owner and operator, is a
man of wide experience, especially
in French factories where sar

!I dines were packed for export to
this country and Great Britain
Mr. Knafou bought the Rock
land plant last August and since
that time has employed 50 work
men to completely remodel the
buildings and machinery. The ma
chinery is being overhauled and
rebuilt with many innovations.
Special emphasis is being placed on
economic operation and precision
processin equipment The latest
automatic

regulating

machines

have been built into the cooking
retorts so that the canned fish can
be cooked within a fraction of a
degree
Careful handling will be the
watchword in Mr. Knafou’s pack
ing program This along with what
he claims are the best processing
machines in the world' should turn
out a superior product equal or
better than anything that has been
exported to this country. As an
example of what careful' handling
means all of the packing tables,
where the fish are fitted into the
cans by hand, have been refin
ished and remodeled.
Mr. Knafou has his own ideas on
the packing of sardines and as w\th
most trade spcrets lie is keeping
them to himself. But basically he
plans to use improved oils which
along with improved cooking meth
ods which will give the fish a fla
vor and texture comparable Co the
best on the market. He plans ex
tensive use of a high gTade peanut
oil which in his opinion is su-

DEMONSTRATION
of Great Importance
to all Homemakers

Robert B Lunt, who assumes his
new duties as superintendent of
schools ln the 'Rockland-Rockport
district Aprl 1 He has been su
perintendent of the district com
prising: Island Falls, Crystal. Dyer
Brook, Merrill, Moro, Oakfield and
Smyrna the past two years.

perior to many vegetables now used
by many packers.
In terms of experience in the in
dustry’ Mr Knafcu has an excep
tional background. He began in
France as a dealer in high grade
packing oils, containers and pack
ers’ supplies. Later he operated
his own canning plant in Casa
blanca, French Morocco’. There he
packed both tuna and sardines for
export to Great Britain, France
and the Unted States.
'Mr Knafou came to this country
shortly after the Fall of France
and early in 1943 became interested
in the Rockland packing plant. As
soon as the remodeling activity is
completed he plans to begin opera
tion with at least 220 employes.
For the present he will pack for
the Army and Lend Lease. His
factory was one of the first to
process ground! sardines for export
under the Lend1 Lease program.
Mr. Knafou firmly believes that
after the war there is a great op
portunity in Maine to process a
high grade product which will give
foreign exports a battle for the
consumer market.

Representative Margaret Chase
Smith has asked Admiral Emory S.
Land, chairman of the Maritime
Commission, to have a ship named
for Captain Elwin F. Knowles
whose ship was dest cycd at Bari
Italy. His ijjother lives in South
Thcmaston. and it was at her re
quest tliat Representative Smitn
made this suggestion that our
Maine hero should be memorized by
naming a merchant ship for him
He had sailed merchant ships for
years. His mother has sympathy
and admiration for she has also
last another son in this war
Captain Knowles’ ship was one of
17 American caigo ships blown rv
Dec. 2. Myron Young of Rockland
is reported to have be?n on this
ship also.

Is Back In Prison

, Escaped Convict Was Unable
To Produce Draft Card
Down In Texas
Located in Childress, Texas after
traveling about 2600 miles following
escape last December from the Au
gusta State (insaire) Hospital.
George E. IRuff, alias George H
Black and Frank EL Brown, is back
ln Maine State Prison where he
originally was sentenced to six to
12 years for assault with intent to
kill Lester Beane at Skowhegan.
Wlarden John H. Welch said Ruff
must serve the unexpired term of
his original prison sentence.
Ruff’s escape was halted when
he could not produce a dfaft card.
State Police Sgt. Arthur H. Ash
more of the Thomaston barracks
and Patrolman Guy Scripture of
Skowhegan went to Texas to return
Ruff, making the round trip in one
week.

Town Meetings
ISLE au HAUT

Moderator, Hollis

B.

Nevells;

beard of selectmen, assessors and

Miss Sadie Marcus is in Boston overseers of

poor, Charles II.
Turner.
Hcllis
B
Nevells and For
in the interests of Stonington Fur
rest E. MacDonald; town clerk,
niture Co.
Jeannette F. Turner; treasurer, Vir
ginia B. MacDonald; collector of
taxes, George A. Turner; Member
Annual Birthday Banquet of School Board for three years,
Esther H. Robinson. A sum of
Chicken Pie Supper money less than last year was

Featuring—

MISS PAULINE M. GIRARD

METHODIST CHURCH

of the WHEAT FLOUR INSTITUTE

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

Chicago, Illinois, in a Modern Electric

$1.00

Mrs. ThelmaChatStatonley

COOKING SCHOOL
MASONIC

—

HALL

2.15 P. M.

Tickets Must Be Reserved with
Mr. Leroy
or

I FREE ADMISSION I

Newest

Notes on

The ease with which tasty yeast rolls, coffee cakes, quick-breads
and similar baked goods may be made will feature Miss Girard’s
step-by-step baking demonstrations in this Electric Cooking
School. She will also explain how enriched flour with its added
B-vitamins and food iron makes today's breads extra-nutritious;
and point out hew both shortening and butter go farther when
used for delicious breads tuffs. Miss Girard says that flour is the
best food friend ef those who must watch the budget closely.
Come and learn why!

HOME SERVICE

20*lt

raised.

Mrs. Lenore B. Savage, secretary
of the chamber of commerce, stated
yesterday that nearly 70 persons
have registered to serve on sub-com
mittees of a Citizens’ Municipal
Government survey, which will be
started shortly.

A GENUINE OPPORTUNITY
FOR SOME BOY OR GIRL

Yeast Breads

To learn a trade and have a fine position in our

1

DRY CLEANING DEPARTMENT
Apply at the Laundry

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

DEPARTMENT

17 LIMEROCK ST.

CEMTR

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

“The Pine Tree State in Colors"
will be presented by Mrs. William
D. Talbot of Rockland at Rotary
meeting this noon. The Rockland
club attendance record for February
was 88 3$ percent. Members making
up meetings in Florida recently
were: H. B. Bird at Miami; Kennedy
Crane and George B Wood at Fort
Myers ;Lefwest A. Thurston at St
Petersburg and Dr. A. W. Foss at
West Palm Beach. Edwin E. Brown
attended a meeting of the Boston
tiuo last week.
Louis A. Walker
published this week in the club bul
letin the following paragraphs:
“Expressions of deep concern as
to whither* our Country tends to go
are heard on every side, not from
hlarinists nor from weak and cow
ardly souls. They are heard from
the strong and the thoughtlui; from
the - men who bear responsibility.
Many turn to iRotary and that for
which it stands as the "Great
Rock in a weary land." It w uld
appear that unless the forces which
Rotary represents can bring about
voluntary co-operation to a greater
extent we are necessarily headed
for regimentation under some form
of authoritarian government. And
this not because of anyone’s lust
tor power but because our highly
developed, complex economy can
net stand the strains of extreme
Selfishness, unlimited greed.
"Rotary would exemplify some
what the methor of the Hive
where all work together for the com
mon good. 'Rotary would get
enough men to do this voluntarily
so that it may not be necessary to
make them do it by force Frankly
this may be impossible but if to,
the death of democracy is decreed
Once more it must be written, the
world was not ready tor democracy
and the great experiment called the
American Dream went down into
the dust of ages.
"Rotarians: Let’s not be quite so
casual about our program. Upon its
acceptance by the real leaders otf
America depends the forgotten free
doms of America the Beautiful
Gentlemen: it is either service or
slavery.’’

Granville Bachelder

Death Of Well Known Depu
ty Sheriff—Served In the
84th Legislature
The town of St. George lost a
highly esteemed and valuable citi
zen yesterday in the death of Depu
ty Sheriff Granville N. Bachelder.
who had survived by only a few
weeks a surgical operation in a
Portland hospital. An operation
several years ago had resulted in
his apparent recovery to normal
health leaving the patient and his
friends greatly encouraged.
Mr. Bachelder was born in St.
George Oct. 7. 1874, and that was
his lifelong home, every inch of it
dear to the man who loved the sea
shore and nature at large. He had
always manifested keenest interest
in the affairs of his town where he
had served many years as tax col
lector and constable, besides sev-

OUR SENTIMENTS
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POWI

OPEN UNTIL 2.00 A. M.
HOME AT LAST!
I

(KALER’S RESTAURANT)

WILL BE OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 2.00 A. M.
20-It

I

21 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND

FURNISHINGS FOR SALE

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE

SATURDAY, MARCH II

behind every war effort as

Household Furnishings of the Crockett
POLITIC^ ADVERTISEMENT

House, 754 Mam Street
KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

SALE OPENS AT 10 O’CLOCK

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
103-33

we do now in urging your
generous support of the
Red Cross War Fund.

OXTON’S

Nearly opposite J. A. Jameson Co. Market

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

EWOTE

During these days of
anxiety and crisis we -at
Oxton’s have stood firmly

19tf
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

««!

DXR©SSttWARI£U!
:
life:$$$& **■■’£•

Is Now Located In His

i

eral terms on the school board.
He was appointed deputy by
Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston, and
was a member of the latter’s official
family during his several terms in
that office.
He also served as
deputy under the late Frank F.
Harding, one year under Sheriff
Charles M. Richardson, and had
been under Sheriff C. Earle Lud
wick since the latter was first
elected. He will be greatly missed
from his familiar position as court
crier.
Mr. Bachelder was a skilled
joiner. He was a member of the
Baptist Church at Martinsville, in
which he had held official positions;
was secretary for Eureka Lodge,
FAM., for 12 years, and a member
of Ocean View Grange, P. of H.
He represented the St. George
class in the 84th Legislature
Absolutely faithful to all positions
of trust, and efficient in all the du
ties he undertook, Mr. Bachelder
earned the lasting friendship of all
with ■whom he came in contact.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Jean McKenzie; and a
daughter Mildred.
The funeral services will be held
at his late St. George residence Sat
urday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Like te feel

THE PENOBSCOT GRILL

COMMODIOUS NEW OFFICES AT

(By The Roving Reporter)

At tlie monthly Bible Conference
to be held in the First Baptist
Church of Rockland next Tuesday,
at 7.30 p. m , tlie speaker will be Dr
I. Neprash, nationally known Bible
teacher and missionary statesman
and founder and. director of the
Russian Missionary Service.
Dr. Neprash. a converted Russian
atheist, was bor nof Greek Ortho
dox parents and received his edu
cation both on tfie Continent ana
at Columbia University in New
York. Through the study of astron
omy he found the great Creator
whom he had lost and also Jesus
Christ as his personal Saviour
After years of ministry in Russia
as pastor of the largest church
Petrograd he was exiled to Siberia
from where he escaped and trav
elled from village to village preach
ing the Gospel. Finally he and his
family reached America.
Probably no man in America of
the evangelical persuasion can
speak with more authority on the
Russian situation than Dr. Ne
prash. He also can tell thrilling
stories of revival fires being kindled
among Russian soldiers.
The meeting is sponsored Jointly
by the entertaining church and the
New England Fellowship of Boston.
The public is 'invited.

Sloshing through sleet storms,
over icy going, readers of The
Black Cat column will not fail to
envy Addle Guild, who writes from
Orlando, Fla.: "Wonderful weather
down here, and such a profusion of
flowers. Eola Park is beautiful. I
should say there were 300 feet of
gorgeous sweet peas in full bloom
and much taller than I am.’’

Pvt. “©tew” Pollard of Waldo
boro, who writes those humorous
letters from somewhere in the Pa
cific has taken onto his capable
shoulders the duties of a newspaper
editor. The name otf his publica
tion is “Pacific Blast," and believe
it or not it contains a Black Cat
column, picture and all, with I. Ree
Member, Jr. on the job. And—
spare my blushes—here is what the
Editor says:
Laurels to the Rockland Cou
rier-Gazette, its editor and entire
staff for the swell job they have
done in making it such a good
sheet. It is the best, bar none, of
the home town papers that have
reached this Theatre ctf Operations.
Continue the good work. Your ef
forts are greatly appreciated.
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MAIN ST, AT PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
"THE STORE THAT HAS
EVERYTHING’’

important?
You’ll be important—to your
country, and to your fighting
men—if you take over a vital
job in the Army.
In the Women’s Army Corps
you’ll get expert Army training
that may pave the way to a
postwar career. You’ll have a
chance to improve your skill
or learn a new one—to meet
new people, see new place*,
have experiences you’ll remembei» all your life.
Get full details about the
WAC at any U. S. Recruiting
Station. Or write for interest
ing booklet. Address: The Ad
jutant General, 4415 Munitions
Bldg., Washington 25, D. C.
(Women in essential war indus
try must have release from their
employer or the U. S. Employ
ment Service).

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

and is featured,by a colored pic
ture of the famous seven-masted
schooner Thomas W Lawson. It
is so striking that I am thinking of
asking for a detail from tire State
Guani to protect it. Many thanks,
“R. O”
\

_o_

Mrs. James P. ElWell of Unity
offers this one:
“The Black Cat might be inter
ested to know that last Summer
while walking through a field of
clover I found a six-leaved clover.
The next day I found a sevenleaved one! Have found hundreds
of the fours and fives but the first
six and never even heard of a seven
before.”
A daub of lipstick seems to do for
a woman what a shot of whiskey
does for a man.”—Telephone Topics.
Lips versus nose.

Written on a letter sheet, bear
ing the printed name of an Etna
(Calif.) hotel comes this note:
“I read in the paper that some
one wanted to hear from early
settlers of North Haven. I was
one. I settled there before it was
named and I was named for Capt.
Jesse Mills’ brother.” The note
Mrs. Carrie Waltz, long time
was signed "Jesse.”
contributor to the news columns of
this paper, recalls that there were
From 11 Center street, Bruns
three photographers in Union
wick, over the signature “A Jay’’
block—A. J. Pierce, J. F. Singhi,
there comes to Tlie Black Cat the
and A. J. Jackson. Mr Jackson,
following:
she says, owned and occupied the
Here are some more bird “ex
house at 83 Grace street, built by pressions” to add to your list. A
Judge John C. Cochran, and since flock of geese, a cast of hawks, a
owned and occupied by 13 other stand of plovers, a trip of dotterell,
families. The present tenants are a skein of wildfowl, a watch otf
nightingales, a team of young
the Catholic Sisters.
ducks, a brood or eyrar of swans.
And, for a starter for other things,
Intimation published in thia a gang of elk, a drove of oxen, a
column at the 'beginning of the herd of swine, a skulk of foxes, a
pack of wolves, a sunder of wild
year that I was calendar-shy bore swine, & pride of lions, a sleuth of
surprising results, for I have re bears, a troop ctf monkeys, a bunch
ceived' a score or more of the most of cattle.
attractive calendars I have seen
Union Block regarding which Misa
this year. The latest contribution
Blanche Ingraham recently asked
comes from R. O. Keating of 22
was located at the corner of Main
Kingston street, Reading, Mass.,
and Spring streets, and was built
prior to 1860 as the late J. S. Wil
Seeks Renomination loughby was conducting a millinery
and fancy goods store there at that
time. Other early occupants wera
the late Walter J. Wood, hardware
dealer; and the late Caleb G,
Moffitt, insurance a^ent, who served
the city as mayor. At some stage of
its career the block was divided into
three sections (or it may have been
originally a three-store block) tho
owners at the time of its recent de
struction by fire being the Caleb
Moffitt estate, Vesper A. Leach and
the W .J. Coakley estate.
“Say a good

word

for Owl's

Head.” remarked Riley Strout yes

terday and I bent an attentive ear
while he told me that Winfield
Maddocks had made a 100 percent
tax collection the past year. The
town has bought $5000 worth of

★★★★★★★★ ★★★★★★★★★★

This is to give notice to the public that effective now

ATTORNEY AT LAW

The Black Cat

John T. Treneer, Sr., Is conva
lescing from bronchial pneumonia
and expects to be back at his place
of business the first of the week.

20-21

ALAN L BIRD

A Former Atheist

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 20.

May Be Borne By New Ship Mrs. Talbot Will Describe Will Address Bible Confer
ence At Rockland Baptist
the Pine Tree State In
At South Thomaston
Church Tuesday Night
Colors
Mother’s Request

Lafayette Packing Company Is Going To Com

on
The word "imported" stan
eved by
a product has been believed
Americans to be the hallmark of
quality whether it might be wool
ens, silk or canned goods. In the
case of sardines this has been es
pecially true. A great secton of
the Consumer public has believed
that the best sardines were import
ed from Spain. Portugal or Norway.
That these foreign products were
better than those canned in the
states is a matter of oplnoinn
It has long been argued by Maine
caraiers that lt would not be profit
able to pack a sardine to compete
with the foreign import
Many
X reusons
have
been
advanced
" against the idea, such as:—Maine
fish are too large to compete with
the smaller varieties packed in
Norway and Portugal — another
Taction held' that only a cheap type
could be packed here because of
the comparative cost of labor and
the high price of packing oils—oth
ers maintain that quantity pro
duction andl quick sale Is the only
answer for the Maine packer.
In the near future, or as soon as
the war economy will permit, the

Rotary Meetings

FOUR CENTS A COPY

FRIDAY
ISSUE

war bonds and has seven thousand

bucks in the treasury. And that
Arthur E Emerson, who made his certainly deserves a good word.
entrance into Knox County politics
Mrs. Harold B. Burgess of Ma
two years ago as a candidate lor
sonic
street, is confined to her home
Representative to Legislature from
by
illness.
'
the class towns of North Haven,
Vinalhaven, St. George, Isle au
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Haut and Matinicus, goes before the
June Primaries as a candidate for
It I had my life to live again I
re-nomination. Mr. Emerson gave would
have made a rule to read some
poetry and Usten to some music at
faithful and efficient service ln the least
once a week. The loss ot these
last Legislature, and constituents tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
have his promise for even greater DarwlnAFTERMATH
service if he is reelected next Sep
With Steady, silent tread
tember.
Bearing aloft their dead—
One at the foot, one at the head

FRUIT

BASKETS

Made ap to order
All Kinds of Fruits
and Beverages .

NAUM & ADAMS

The stretcher-bearers go;
Out of the dark they come
Stumbling and staggering, some
Bearing, maybe, a chum.

Pair after pair they go.
Vague, silhouetted ghosts.
Remnants of martyr'd hosts;
Think on the blatant toasts
Raised to “King Glory!”
Tread lightly, that's the way.

Wake not the dead, lest they

MPtf

Have other words to say

Of the same story!
Howard Tripp

Tuea
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE .

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Dust thou ait, and unto dust
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
shalt tfiou return.—Gen. 3:19.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1816. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Book Review
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
(By K. B. TJ
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
TWICE-A-WEEK

Master Mariner and Other Poems

by Anna E. Coughlin.
Pride fills the heart of this re
viewer to full measure, when read
Ing these excellent verses from the
pen of our honored citizen and
greatly beloved former teacher in
our schools. We have all known
and loved earlier poems by Miss
Coughlin.
In these she has nested the ma
ture measure of her sensitive poesy
of soul—the growth and skill of
her cultured1 mind; plays sweet harmones with our hearts as we read.
t The artistically bound volume is
thus opened: 1884-1904. This book
is dedicated to those with whom
and for whom it was my privilege
to work, within the years covered
by the above time boundaries.
—A. E. C.
The contents arranged in parts
with The Master Mariner, Penob
scot Pioneer and) other vevrse in
Part 1. Part II Shore Polks.
Here again is the sturdy love
and pioneer spirit in sea life
and its ways. Part IH. The un
daunted' spirit of tour coastal fami
lies and life, etc. In Part 4, Ember
Days—the Indian' Summers of life
and thoughts growing deeper with
memories awakened to historical
moments with true poetic feeling
of high order. Part V. gives rarest
beauty in thoughts of nativity and
the events around that sacred
time of the birth of the Saviour.
It would not be too much to say
these poems are inspired with a
depth of beauty in ooncepton, far
beyond normal thought.
Bare
poetic insight and breadth of de
vout grace are this poet’s herit
age of studied' accomplishment.
Kathleen S. Puller

Rockland Lions
Camden’s Justly Proud Fire
Chief Tells Of Depart
ment’s Ambulance
Work
The Rockland Lions flub held its
final meeting at Hotel Rockland
Wednesday, and one week from that
date will resume sessions at its far
mer home In theTThomdike Hotel.
The occasion will be a “ladles

.

la

<?

I

Pop’s shaved every
day since he got
his new Gregory

suit!
The Papa members of Knox
County families haven’t been act

ing as vain in years.

They’re dressing every day like

they dressed the day they were
married.

These suits will do something
te your man, Mrs. Knox County.

Bring him in and see.

•

SPRING SUITS

$27.50 to $45.00

TOP COATS
$25.00 to $39.50

We have just received a belated

shipment of

MEN’S PILED LINED

ULSTERS
It will be a wise move to buy for

next Winter!

$39.50

GREGORY’S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., BOCKLAND, ME.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

[EDITORIAL]
It is an extraordinary situation which
CAN’T SEEM finds Gcv. Dewey running far ahead in the
TO DISLODGE Gallup poll in nearly every State of the
DEWEY
Union, despite his repeated assertion that
he is not a candidate fcr the presidential
nomination. Weidell W.llkie was supposed to have a preponderence of the New England strength, but the latest issue
of the Gallup poll finds him running far behind Dewey and
only nine points ahead of MacArthur in Connecticut. In
West Virginia Dewey has about the same relative lead, but
there it is MacArthur who is a runner-up, instead cf Willkie.
The proximity of the important primaries, and the Repub
lican National Convention, itself, has the political world agog
—and a-guessir.g.
Among these who read The CourierMORE ABOUT Gazette’s brief editorial reference to the
THE PEAT peat situation, in Tuesday’s issue, was H.
SITUATION Laton Jackson of the Central Maine staff.
Mr. Jackson called at this office Wednes
day to refresh our somewhat hazy recollection that peat pro
duction is already a going industry in South Penobscot.
The plant has not yet reached the dignity of a large out
put or a heavy payroll, but the fact that Is has been in oper
ation five years would seem to indicate that the promoters
find the industry practical and presumably profitable. Here’s
hoping that the present extended research results in the
definite establishment of an industry which will benefit man
kind as well as these who invest their capital in it.

If the Republican party needed spe
cial inspiration for the coming presidential
campaign it should be able to discover it in
the recent Congressional elections which
have been whittling down the slender
Democratic majority in the House at an amazing rate. The
latest instance is seen in Colorado where a Republican busi
ness man defeated a World War Two hero and carried a
strong Democratic district for the first time in 14 years. By
a few hundred votes the Democrats escaped a similar upset
the other day in a New York district which had gone Demo
cratic by many thousands year in and year out.
AN UPSET
OUT IN
COLORADO

We are wondering hew Bangor and
Houlton are going to like the idea cf serviiig as concentration camps for 2500 Nazi
prisoners of war. who have been assigned
to Maine for woik in lumbering operations.
Shortage of manpower makes a very critical situation in the
North Woods, to be sure, but the proximity of Nazi war prison
ers, however well they may be guarded, carries unpleasant
suggestions. Prisoners have a fixed habit of making their
escape, and when prisoners escape they are dangerous per
sons to have at large. The cnly recompense which appears to
be offered is the amount of necessary labor which they must
perform—coupled with the fact that seme day this war will
be over.
NAZI WAR
PRISONERIS
COMING

We listened with considerable interest
REGARDLESS and satisfaction Wednesday night to the
OF THE
radio broadcast by Fulton Lewis, Jr. The
CANDIDATES famous commentatcr was speaking that
night from a Colorado station, giving the
result of political interviews in Nebraska and Colorado, dur
ing his sweep Westward: Nebraska he found seething with
Republicanism to the extent that it may go two to cne, or
even three to one, nextNovember. Regardless of who the
nominees are on either side, Colorado, Mr. Lwis discovered, is
in much the same boat as Nebraska.
The 18 months which it has taken the
8th Air Force to get from the French coast
OF AIR
to Berlin represent a long, hard road, on
BATTLES
which many hopes were disappointed, many
methods had to be revised and many diffi
cult lessons had to be absorbed . The whole, history of the
bombing offensive, as conducted by both the British and
American airmen, clearly shows numerous changes of tac
tical plan and strategic purpose. In the earlier stages there
was some hope that Germany could be battered into such
helplessness that little mere than occupation would be re
quired from the ground forces Later the aim was modified
into one of effecting a general “softening up" which at the
most would merely ease the way of ground invasion. The
“softening up” process itself has followed varying theories.
When the general attack cn German industrial production
failed to get decisive results much emphasis was laid on the
morale effect on bamibed-out populations; when it was found
difficult to reach enough critical bottlenecks, reliance was
placed upon the general stress imposed on the whole German
economic fabric.
Recently the “softening up” idea itself seems to have
given way to a concentration upon cne single, specific factor
in the military equation—German fighter strength. The aim
is to shoot it out of the air in the big day battles while blast
ing its assembly and parts plants by both day and night;
once this single element has been removed or neutralized, then
both air and ground power can be deployed mere effectively
and at less cost. The aim has not yet been achieved. Perhaps
it win be soon, or perhaps now ideas will have to be developed
—the layman cannot g«ess. He can only remember that all
war is terrible, painful and costly; that great effds call for
great sacrifices and that one cannot count too much cn any
one weapon, one strategy, or one hope. The air is amcng our
most potent means to victory’, but it is not a short cut. For
in war there are none.—Herald Tribune.
POTENCY

night," with Horace Hildreth, can Conant were appointed entertain
didate for the gubernatorial nomi ment committee for April and went
nation as guest speaker. Lion Bill into an immediate huddle.
Romanoff, chairman of the event,
It was voted to contribute $25 to
looks for an attendance of between ward the Red Cross drive.
90 and 100, including a delegation The guest speaker was Allen F
ct about 20 from Camden.
’ Payson, chief engineer of the Cam
Wednesday's meeting was en den Fire Department, and sponsor
livened by the return of Dr Dana of the ambulances which have been
S. Newman, well tanned by his Flor operated in connecfion with it since
ida sojourn; Sam Savitt. minus his ‘ 1931. The present ambulance was
familiar moustache; and Lieut. Gil J made possible by a gift of $1,000
more W. Soule, looking very effi ' from Charles C. Wood, president of
cient in his officer’s uniform.
! the Camden National Bank.
Lendon C. Jackson and Ralph P.
Chief Payson told of the study in
Red Cross first aid made by mem
bers of his department, and the
highly commendable results which
WE WILL BUY
they have achieved. The ambu
GOOD CLEAN
lances have covered 45.020 miles,
conveying 2000 patients. The equip
USED CARS
ment is second to none possessed by
any other fire ambulance in the
Six Cylinders Only
State.
Told in a highly entertain
5PtI
ing manner w’ere many anecdotes
connected with the work which
Chief Payson has supervised.

Mrs. Merle M. Hutchinson of
Rockland received word yesterday
that her husband has arrived
somewhere in the Pacific. His ad
dress may be obtained' from Mrs.
Hutchinson.
« • • •

Mrs. Elbridge Grafton of Thom
aston has received a cablegiam from her husband, E. D.
Grafton, CM.1C UBJIR. advising that he has safely reached his
destnation on foreign soil.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hillgrove
have received word that their son,
Pfc. Robert E. Hillgrove cf the« U. S.
Marine Corps, is hospitalized in
New Zealand, after seeing active
service in Bougainville.
9 9 • •

Lester L. Black of Friendship has
arrived safely in Ireland. His ad
dress is: U. S. Army, ABN. 11129840
APO 9492, care P. M., New York
City.
• • • •
Bluejacket John David Richard
son, SSc, of 34 Pleasant street.
Rockland, completed his recruit
training at the Naval' Training
Station in Sampson, N. Y. yester
day and will be granted leave.
• • • •
Mrs. Beatrice Widdecombe has
received a letter from Joe Kelley
now in the U.S.N. who WTites that
he met Capt. William Kallcch and
Charlie Brooks of Rockland. He
sends regards to all his friends.
His address is J A. Kelley, care
U. S. Lines, Maine street,, Nor
folk, Va.
Nlr. and' Mrs. Wiliam Widdecombe, have received a letter from
their son. He is stationed in the
South and his new address is: Pvt.
William S. Widdecombe, APO 877,
care Postmaster, Miami, Fla.

• 9 • •
The address of Pvt. Avis M. Maloney of Warren, in the WAC, receceiving 5 weeks basic training at.
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. is, Pvt. Avis
M. Maloney, A-100443, Company 3;
21st Regiment, 3d WAC, TC, Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga.
* • * *
Mrs. Weston Stanhope, (Kath
erine Starrett) of Warren, has re
ceived the gift of a locket sent

TAl]

Basketball Battles

Basketball fans of Rockland
and Thomaston filled Community
Building Wednesday night for the
Red Cross benefit games between
Rcckland High, Championship Boys
and Thomaston Higih Boys; Thom
aston High Championship Girls
and Rcckland High Girls, and the
Junior High teams of Rockland
and Thomaston.
Rockland High won over Thcm
aston High in the beys’ game, with
a score cf 40 to 39. Whittier played
out of position, owing to changes
made because cf inability of F. E.
Allen to continue in strenuous
athletics. Outstanding was the
goal of shooting of F. S. Allen and
from Australia, by her husband, the defensive work, in the last
Sgt. Weston Stanhope
Recently quarter, cf Whittier.
also received by Mrs. Stanhope
Rockland
was the four-page
newspaper,
G.
F. Pts.
“Guinea Gold.” fron^ New Guinea, Allen. P S , rf ....... 11
2’
24
where her husband now is located, Flint. If ........... ...... 7
0
14
in the bakers dept. USA there. He McLellan. If ....... . O
0
0
writes her that they are somewhat McRae, c ............... 4
0
8
'hard pressed there combating the McLellan, c ............. 0
0
0
ordinary rodent, and' that all cook- Whittier, rg........... 0
2
2
' jng materials have to be tightly en- Holden, lg ............. Oil
closed in metal.
McLellan, lg .......... 0
0
0
• • • •
Elmer Small C M lc has returned
22
49
to his ship, after spending a 10-day
Thomaston
furlough at his home in Ash Point.
G.
• • ••
Gerald E. Murphy of Friendship Sullivan, rf ..... ..... 2
who has been stationed at New Holden, lg ............ 0
River, N. C, has been transferred Haley, rf .............. 0
Beattie, If ........... 1
to Cherry Point, N. C. His new' ad
Lynch, c ...............
dress is as follows: PF.C Gerald EKelly, rg ..........
I
Murphy, U.S.M.C., 1st Marine Air
Reiley, lg .........
l
Warning Group, 3rd Marine Air
Craft Wmgi p.MF„ Cherry Point,
16
39
North Carolina.
©core by periods:

• 9
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Munroe, If.......... .................................
(Continued on Page Six)
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Points Removed!

Shelled8.!.5 c°.14'
1 LB
Prunes A&P PKG 16®
Raisins Ai%p of pkT12c

RED POINTS R

wim

-I

Points

Kormel’s Spam
Wilson’s Mor
Morrell’s Snack

=RATION NEWS—
BROWN STAMPS Y. Z in
book No. 3 good through
March 20.

36®
'ZX 35®
12 OZ
CAN 38®

BLUE POINTS REDUCED

in book No. 4 worth 10
points each through May

Asparagus

20.
GREEN STAMPS K, L,
M in book No. 4 good
through March 20.

Tomatoes
Corn

Man )•
erythlid
Town if
Aprl!
Hope Cil
April f
April
day Ba J
land.
April
VPtitlo’ |
May
tian Cc
May
Comm.it
May
Maine ]

39'

CAN

ALL GREEN

NO. 2

A&P

GRADE A
A&P

CAN
NO. 2

GOLOEN SWEET

CAN

A&P
WHOLE KERNEL

NO. 2
CAN

Corn
Niblets
Peas

BLUE STAMPS A8. B8.
CO.
D8.
E8
in
book
No. 4 worth 10 points
each through May 20.

Marr)

1c2a°nz

RED STAMPS A8. B8. CE

WHOLE KERNEL
CORN
WINSOME
EARLY JUNE

12 02
CAN
NO 2
CAN

Rocklai.

June
of the
chard i|

June
land.

Maine

VEGETABLES

FRESH FRUITS

JudgtJ
Court
court n|
vorce
grantee
Court,
filed: 1
from fc>i
the caul
ment al
of Esrtli
Pease, J
ford R.
said pa|
the sail
further
mor for
bur for

are not rationed!
SERVE THEM OREN
AS JUlCfS
A WHOLE FRUIT
b FOR
BREAKFAST

IN
VIGETABLI
• DINNERS

ORANGES

e •

12
7 13 17—49
Cpl Theodore Caddy, formerly ot Rockland,
Thomaston,
11
7 10 11—39
St. George, has been promoted to
Referee
Flanagan.
Umpire Quinn.
(Sergeant. He is now in Italy.
Timekeeper
Chatto.
Scorer, Mrs.
«* • • •
Jowdry.
Pfc. Milton Smith cf Thomas
The Rcckland girls played a
ton has returned to camp after
spending a furlough with his par- bang-up game Wednesday night,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Smith. showing that even though they lost
His address is: APO 98 Bty A 369 the championship to Thomaston,
only toy half a game, they had the
F A. Bn Camp Rucker, Ala.
• • • •
spirit to come right back and de
Mail to Pvt. Earl Coates, Jr. of feat the champs by the score of 34
Thomaston should be addressed to 25, in a Red Cross benefit game.
Once In the first quarter the
APO 95. Co. AT. 379 Inf. Military
Thomaston girls threatened to
Res., Indiantown Gap, Pa.
forge ahead, but w’hen the three
Cpl. Frank A. Elliott, Jr., U. S. fast w’orking forwards. Wlthaip.
Army Air Forces, is in a base hos- Johnson and Munroe, started click
j pital somewhere in Italy, accord- ing, nothing could stop them and
| ing to word received by his mother. they held a safe lead throughout the
j Mrs. Georgette Brewer, of Great game. v
Diamond Island. Corporal Elliott,
Porter and Crie played a great
who has been overseas 22 months, offensive game for Thomaston, Por
is assistant chief of a ground' crew ter being high scorer for Thcmas
and has been stationed in Africa ton. making 15 points. Gloria
I more than a year before going to Witham was high scorer for both
j Sardinia, Sicily and the Italian teams, scoring 20 points.
' mainland. He attended the schools
Both teams played good,fast ball,
but
the Rockland girls were out to
cf South Portland and enlisted in
the Army Air Force in December, even the score with Thcmaston.
1941. Corp. Elliott is a nephew cf
Rockland
Alderman John W. Lane of Rock
Pts.
land.
Witham. rf
............................ 20
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WHITE CELERY

T

HBH

10 >

IN COOK
At
vretTAMf
MUIT
SIOI OltMtt —•DESSERTS

a

FLORIDA SWEET
JUICY LARGE SIZE
200-216s-DOZ

CRISP, BIG
FANCY BUNCHES

BCHS,

CARROTS FRESH CRISP 4 BCHS 25®
SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT La^eSuAV.
3 FOR 23®
FRESH COCOANUTS
each 19®
GREEN ONIONS FRESH 2 BCHS 25®

AMERICA’S
BEST LIKED
COFFEE!

/

3.

Lieut
head ol
Departr,
will be
Club mJ

A

BEJOY CUP AFTER CUP!

EIGHT O'CLOCK

2

;acbs

41c

OVEN FRESH — REAL ECONOMY PRICES

MILD AND MELLOW

PINEAPPLE FILLED
COFFEE CAKE'uu

RED CIRCLE

2

U

47c

JANE PARKER ii02
PECAN SQUARES

RICH & FULL BODIED

BOKRR
2 BAGS 51c

FRUIT BUNS
JANE PARKER
V_________ A.
J DONUTS PLAIN
o- COMB
IT'S TIME TO TURN TO
ENRICHED DATED
MARVEL SLICED BREAD
A&P COFFEE

11 OZ '
PKG

VIGOROUS AND WINEY

Points

Whole cr
Butt Shank-3

5

DOZ
^OZ
)AF
LG/

RED POINTS REDUCED

For
call th, I
517 Mai
line.

COOKED HAMS s“n"y,eld ww'
FRESH-WHOLE
PORK LOINS or EITHER HALF LB
Lean, WellFRESH PICNICS
or Eithe; Half-LB

Trimmed

Mahogany for Beauty

Einbol
or 200 J
name
Oreetinl
16) sub|
(3000)
agent
2nd edil
the PeiJ
ardson.
prices.
Jr., At Tl
St., Roq

C

Points
DIPUIPC
1 rivnlUO

smoked—lean.
MILDLY CURED

o SALT PORK
1 SPARE RIBS

FRESH CAUGHT

LB

FAT
BACK

LEAN.
CORNED

aqc

43
LB 18®
«Ag
LB 44
LB

HADDOCK le18c

CHICKENS4 C
HD

Steak Cod sliced q 23®
Fillets ^TcTlb 39®
Smelts MEDIUM Lb22®

TREET

NO POINTS NEEDED

ARMOUR'S PORK

MEDIUM

BEDROOM SUITE
that will always withstand the frequent style changes, then come in and see this
Beautiful Mahogany Suite
Featuring—Pre-War Construction.

Beautiful Mahogany Veneers,
Dovetail Drawer Construction.

Dustproof Drawers.
Metal Drawer Pulls.
Genuine Plate Glass Mirror.

12 OZ

WHITE Q 14',OZ«7c
HOUSE U CANS L I
1 POINT PER CAN

Clapp’s StrainedBabyFood
4*oz 8®
1 point *GLASS
BABY
Clapp’s Chopped FOODS 2^Z11®
Clapp’s Cereal Food 2 p8k22s 29®
Clapp’s INSTANT OATMEAL J PKGS
8 °2 27®
J or SPAGHETTI—ANN 2 LB
Macaroni PAGE—lb pkg 10c PKG 17®
PLAIN
Plymouth Rock GELATINE
PKG 11®
DINNER
J Qg
Lido Club Spaghetti 3 pts.-PKG
ANN PAGE WITH PORK 164 OZ
6 point* 10'
Beans BOSTON STYLE
Plain Olives ANN PAGE 2.0,“ 25'
SUNNYFIELD 25 LB

FAMILY FLOUR
PILLSBURY’S Ft0Enriched
Sr
CAKE FLOUR SUNNYFIELD
SNOSHEEN
PILLSBURY’S CAKE FLOW
Wheatena

22 OZ
PKG

TelepiJ

1.14
1.45

22® Sunbrite Cleanser

pkg

5®

Woodbury’s Soap 3 AKES 23' Moonlight Bleach « 31'
c

Center Drawer Guides.

Four Pieces include Bed, Dres ser, Mirror, Four Drawer Chest

ONLY *110.00
Come in and see our fine selection of Maple and Modern Walnut Bedroom Suites,
Priced from $79.50 to $395.00

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
“The Home of Better Furniture”

DOZEN

EVAP. MILK

If you are interested in a—

LB

LUNCHEON MEAT 4 pts

43‘ 37‘
DOZEN

Write

FANCY BROILING or FRYING

EGGS
LARGE

33 P A

Established Over 100 Years

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IVORY SOAP
MEDIUM
CAKE

0

DUZ*
LARGE/} Of
PKC A O

IVORY FLAKES
12/2OzOQc
PKC ZaU
CAMAY SOAP
0 CAKES JbU

■THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO..

RCCKLAND

Give generously to the Red Cross.

Prices eubject to market change*. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

_

riday

TALK OF THE TOWN

March

meeting.

town

13—South Thomaston

March 13—Appleton town meeting.
March 13—Hope town meeting
March 13—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 13—Friendship town meeting.
March 13- Monhegan town meeting.
March 13—Waldoboro town meeting.
March 13—Camden town meeting.
March 14—Republican caucus at
Warren Report Centre
March 16 Cooking School at Ma
sonic Hall. Rockland.
March 16—Annual Banquet. Metho
dist Church.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17—3 p m , Woman's Educa
tional Club. Universalist vestry.
March 17—Annual Fireman’s Ban
quet at Leglcn Hall.
March 17—High School mlnMrel show
ln Warren.
March 20—Rockport town meeting.
March 20—Cushing town meeting.
March 24—One-act play “Hold Ev
erything’ by Rockport High School ct
Town Hall.
April 1—Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Orange.
April 9—Easter Sunday.
April lb—Kiwanis Club Easter Mon
day Ball, Community Bullding Rock
land.
April 13-14-Republican State Con
vention in Bangor.
May 2-3-4—Congregational
Chris
tian Conference at Bangor.
May 4—Annual Conclave, Grand
Commandery of Maine, at. Portland.
May 25-27—Annual Convention of
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, at
Rockland
June 23-25 Department Convention
or the American Legion at Old Or
chard Beach.
June 27—Annual meeting of the
Maine Medical Association ln Rock
land.
*

Judge Robert A. Cony was at the
Court House Thursday on some
court matters. By agreement a di
vorce hearing was held, to be
granted as of the February term otf
Court. Tile following decree was
filed: Helen M. Pease cf Camden
from Samuel J. Pease of Hope for
the cause of cruel and abusive treat
ment and further that the custody
of Esther M. Pease, R. Ernestine
Pease, Audrey E. Pease and Montford R. Pease minor children of the
said parties be and is granted to
the said Helen M. Pease until the
further order of Court. A. R. Gill
mor for libellant and Harry E. Wil
bur for libellee.
•

FfttSH
JIT
>SERTS

Lieut . Col (“Patchy”) Saville,
head otf the Veterans Rehabilitation
Department in Selectiive Service,
will be the speaker at the Kiwanis
Club meeting Monday night.

X

i*

11C

3

11

Embossed stationary (100 folded
or 200 single sheets, with envelopes,
name and address or monogram)
Greeting cord assortment (box of
16) sub. to all kinds of magazines
(3000) gift wrappings, authorized
agent for The Courier-Gazette,
2nd edition of “Steamboat Lore of
the Penobscot,” by Jchn M. Rich
ardson, also'other books. Moderate
prices. Please phone Hazel Bohn,
Jr., At 722M or call at 12 Clarendon
St., Rockland.
19*20

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
617 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
60-tl

Waste paper, which should be
bundled in packages about 18 inches
in height will be collected by
school children yuesdaf, or the
bundles may be taken to any one
of the school buildings on that day.

Prize winners of the series of card
parties held in the Tower Roam,
Community
Building,
Tuesday
evening under the auspices of Dt.
Bernard’s Church were: Mrs. Mary
Jordan, Mrs. A. D. Morey, Mrs.
George Phillips, Sr , Mrs. Willis
Anderson, Mrs. Ethel Godfrey, Miss
Louise Harrington and Rdy Foley.
Consolation: Miss Alice Short. The
next party will be Tuesday evening
at 8 p. m., TJower Room. Food
sale in connection with this party.
The Women's Study Group will
meet Monday evening at 7.30 in the
vestry of the Jewish Synagogue
with Mrs. Ida Mae Dondis as chair
man. The following speakers will
be heard: Mrs. Ruth Small, "The
Common People;” Mrs. Esther
Goldiberg, "A Hand;” Mrs. Frances
Savitt, "A Heart;” Mrs. Marion
Miller. "A Fresh Determinatio'n;”
Mrs. Ida Mae Dondis, “Henrietta
Szold.” There will also be a guest
speaker.
BORN
Smith—At Murray Nursing Home,
Camden. March 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Smith of Simonton, a daughter.
Robishaw—At Knox Hospital. March
10, to Mr and Mrs. George R. RoblShaw. a daughter.
Jordan—At Knox Hospital, March 10,
to Mr. and Mrs Raymond S. Jordan, a
daughter.
Ames—At Knox Hospital, March 7, to
Mr. and Mrs. WUllamFW. Ames, a son.

MARRIED
Ure-Morse—At Massena. N. Y. Feb.
27. Henry A Ure of Massena. Mlse Irma
E Morse of Swans Island—by Rev. Da
vid H. Sandstorm.
Sturtevant-Spear—At Camden. Feb.
25, Lewis Curtis Sturtevant, and Ruth
Brackett Spear, both of Rockland.—oy
Rev. John Smith Lowe. D. D.
Girarrt-Broan—At Rockland. Feb. 21,
Norbert L. Girard of Acushnet. Mass ,
and Louise E. Brown of Bangor.—bv
Rev Archie D. Gillis.
Congdon-Post—At Rockland. March
8. Stafford M Congdon of Rockport
and Virginia P. Post, of Rockland—by
Rev. Roy A. Walker.

DIED
Bachelder — At Tenant’s Harbor.
March 9, GranvUle N. Bachelder, age
69 years. 5 months, 2 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from residence.
Please omit flowers.
Lawry—At Friendship, March 8, Jose
phine M . widow of Ellis H. Lawry, age
68 years, 11 months, 27 days. Fu
neral Sunday at 2 o’clock from Friend
ship Baptist Church.
Williams—At Camden. March 10. Ed
ward Mark Williams, age 86 years,
11 months. Funeral Sunday at 2.30
from the Good funeral home.
Brasier—At Rockland. March 9. Ida
E., widow of Danlefl Brasier. age 82
years. 1 month. 5 days. Funeral Sun
day 2 p. m. from 65 North Main St.
Interment ln Thomaston.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear hus
band, William G. Howard, who passed
away March 9. 1934.
Ten years have passed, my heart is
sore;
As time goes on I miss him more.
Forget him. no, I never will;
I loved him then, I love him still.
Hls memory Is as dear today.
As at the hour he passed away.
Ever missed by hls loving wife.
Maude A. Howard.

IN MEMORIAM
In lowing memory of my wife, Mar
guerite L. Payson, who passed away

March 12, 1943.

E. F. WITTY

Exterior and Interior
Decorating
Ceilings Washed and
Whitened

lb29c
lb18c
LB

24c

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Write Me and .1 Will CaU On You

Round dining table. 4 chairs and
leaves. $8; set of hand scales, $2; oak
refrigerator, $12: Magee range with
coll, $15; small writing desk. $5;
2 plate electric stove, $2; two office
d«sk swivel chairs, $10; oak desk with
glass shelf. $18: 2 parlor tables, $7 and
$8; small air tight wood stove, $5; bu
reau with mirror. $15: leatherette
couch. $12. L. PALADINO. 359 Main
St.. Ol ty.
20-21
WOOD sawing outfit wanted and
second-hand lumber. I buy anything.
What have ycu? C. E GROTTON.
Tel. 1091W. 138 Camden St., City. 20-lt
DAY-BED for sale. C. E. GROTTON.
Tel I091W, 120 Camden St.
20-lt
ROOMS to let, 9 Groce St. TEL.
579R.
20-lt

MAGAZINES
NEWSPAPERS

(1

4*4 OZ
GLASS

8®

(By Subscription)

<

I.F8’KGS
oz Z3
OOC

i

*

New, Renewal, and

Special Offers

8 oz *>7C

PKGS

2pkLgB
PKG

41

“Ray” Sherman

1 7®
11®

76 Masonic St„

'-PKQ 1 8C

Rockland, Me.

Phone 1168

6^n°,Z.10e

Effective March 26 there will be
increased postage rates; lees for
money orders, registered, insured
and C O D. ma.l, James Connellan,
Rockland postmaster has an
nounced. First class mail, for lo
cal delivery, excepting that on which
the rate under existing law is one
cent for each ounce * or fraction
thereof, and excepting post and
postal cards, three cents for each
ounce or fraction thereof. Air Mali
rate, generally, will be eight cents,
instead of six. Parcel Post, fourth
class, will be increased three percentum, with certain exceptions
details of which may be obtained at
the postoffice. Money order fees
are to be increased slightly and the
minimum registry fee will be raised
from 15 to 20 cents.

Charles M. Lawry, who has been
stationed at Fort McKinley, Port
land, the past 33 months, is con
cluding his duties There shortly, as
the Non-Commissioned Officers
Club of which he has been acting
as steward is soon to close. Mr
Lawry, who is an honorably dis
charged veteran of the 240th Coast
Artillery Regiment, is wearing the
first World War 2 button which has
been seen in Rockland.
The following persons have been
appointed and confirmed as weigh
ers of coal and measurers of wood
by the City Council: M. B. Perry
W. J. Sullivan, Elizabeth Hanscom,
Virginia Crockett, Bernice Free
man and Harvey Harlow at M. B
& C . O. Perry Co ; William
G. Walker, Edward C. Walker,
A.
L. Melvin, William Hol
brook, Leon Smith and CarrolJ
Gray at Rockland-Rockport Lime
Co., and Cleveland Sleeper, Jr„
Blanche McDonnell and Doris Hylei
at the Rockland Fuel Co.

Tickets may be reserved with Mrs.
Leroy Chatto or Mrs. Thelma Stan
ley for the annual birthday ban
quet ctf the Methodist Church to be
held Thursday. A chicken pie sup
per will be served.
Rev. H. F. Aldrich, superintend
ent of the Augusta district of the
Methodist Church, conducted the
fourth quarterly conference at the
Pratt Memorial Church last night
A detailed report of the meeting
will appear in Tuesday’s issue ol
this newspaper. Following the con
ference a happy social hour was
spent during which the birthday of
Ralph U. Clark, lay leader, and the
28th wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Clark were observed. Re
freshments were served; many fe
licitous words were spoken, and
Mrs. Clark was presented with a
corsage.

Temporary, assignments made by
City Marshal Charles M. Richard
son are as follows: Carl A. Chrlstofferson, day patrolman and Mr.
Richardson at the office: night pa
trolmen. Charles E. Wooster, northend beat; Jesse Linscott, Main
street central section; Myron C.
Drinkwater, southend beat and Ed
ward C. Ingraham at the office.
Earl U. Chaples is on the relief or
“swing” beat. Carl A. Christoffersen, patrolman and identification
officer. whose reappointment was tc
come up at April council meeting,
has withdrawn his name, and will
leave the department, which he has
served since 1929, for a position
with the Central Maine Power Co.
Frank C. Bridges, who resigned
Tuesday, commenced work with the
Snow Shipyards Thursday.

Ceilings On Shrimp

Attempt Being Made To Have
It Removed On Fresh and
Canned Product
Commissioner Greenleaf said to
day that he has appealed to the
OPA fcr the removal of price ceil
ings on fresh and canned shrimp.
After a survey of the shrimp fish
ery, he found that price adjust
ments would gave incentive to both
fishermen and packers for in
creased production in the new in
dustry. “While this fishery has
not grown to great proportions in
recent years, it would grow and
provide considerable income to
Maine if restrictions could be re
moved,” Greenleaf said.
While the ceiling price on fresh
shrimp was felt in most cases to be
adequate, the ceiling on the canned
product made it almost impossible
for canners to pack the product
profitably.
Packers in Rockland and Port
land said that Maine canned
shrimp were restricted under the
same ceiling as the Gulf of Mexico
variety of shellfish but that the
latter took less handling and could
be profitably packed under exist
ing prices. The northern variety
of the shellfish is not as abundant
as its southern cousin and a greater
number were needed to fill the me
dium sized can used in packing,
packers said.
Greenleaf has contacted the
Maine delegation in Washington
and negotiations are underway with
the Office of Price Administration
for clarification of the matter.
OPA officials said they would be
glad to consider any evidence re
garding labor or oth^r factors
which might justify a differential
or no-ceiling price for Maine.
More than a quarter of a million
pounds were caught off the Maine
coast in 1943, and it is expected
that the landings ths year will
show a substantial increase.

A district meeting of Odd Fellows
was held Monday night under di
rection of Allen V. Sawyer, district
deputy grand master. Knox Lodge,
of which Clifford Achorn is master,
was host to members of St. George
Lodge of Tenant’s Harbor, Star of
Hope lodge of Vinalhaven, and
l Mount Battie Lodge- of Camden,
i The degrees were conferred by
j Knox Lodge, with Jesse T. Carroll,
a past grand, acting as candidate
Special guests present were William
B. Duncan, grand master; John
Thornton, grand representative,
and Robert J. Simpson, grand mar
shal, all of Lewiston, and Roy M
Littlefield, deputy grand master, of
Portland. Mr. Littlefield was the
inspecting officer. The 75 present
were served an excellent supper by
a committee headed by Mrs. Grace
Jameson
Buy War Bonds and Stamna

WALDO

NOTICE! Effective With This
Program There WiH Be Four

Changes Weekly. Theatre WiH
Be Operated Every Night Except
Tuesdays.

GRANGE CORNER
« «A «
Mews Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
hero.

THEATRE

j

Saturdays: Continuous—start
ing at 6.30. All other evenings at
8 P. M. Matinees Saturday at
2.30; Sundays at 3.
(The Theatre is closed Tuesday
nights to conserve oil)

At the meeting Monday of Hope SUNDAY-MONDAY, MAR. 12-U
Grange, it was voted to hold a sup 1 Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer presents
“THOUSANDS CHEER”
per March 20. The third and fourth
(Filmed entirely in Technicolor)
degrees will be worked. In the ab
Starring
sence Monday of Lecturer Robbins,
Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly,
Mrs. Wentworth presented an im Mary Astor, John Boles, Ben
promptu pregram which was enter Blue, Francis Rafferty, Mary
Elliott, Frank Jenks
taining and amusing. Knox Po
W’ith Specialty Numbers
mona meets April 1 with this
featuring
Grange.
The Sowing Circle met
Mickey Rocney, Judy Garland,
Wednesday with Mrs. Alice True.
Red Skelton, Eleanor Powell,
Dinner was served, all members Lena Horne, Kay Kyser and his
Orchestra, Bob Crosby
contributing to it. A quilt was
Mr. and Mrs. William Chilles of planned and started, and aprons,
Vinalhaven have been guests at the holders and other articles are being WEDNESDAY ONLY, MAR. 15
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Thorndike Hotel this week.
made for the sale in August.
Presentation
Joan
Crawford,
Fred MacMurray
Mrs. Walter J. Anderson is con
Conrad Veidt, Felix Bressart, Ann
Winslow-Holbrook
Unit,
Ameri

fined to her home by grippe.
Shoemaker, Reginald Owen
can Legion Auxiliary, meets Monday
in
There will be a Leap Year dance night at 7.30. The sewing circle
a melodramatic story of spies
Monday night at Community Build meets in the afternoon at 1 30.
and espionage
ing gymnasium for service men and
“ABOVE SUSPICION”
War Recreation Board hostesses.
THURS., FRI.. MARCH 16-17
James L. Burns of Gay street,
20thCentury-Fox Presents
who is in St. Petersburg, Fla., writes
DON AMECHE
FRANCES DEE
on a picture postcard to one of his
HARRY CAREY
early rising friends, who meets,
in
with others, at Newtoert’s Restau ■ith
rant: “Hew are all the early birds
“HAPPY LAND”
From the distinguished novel
behaving? Give them all my -re
t
by McKinlay Kantcr)
gards ” Depicted on the card is:
ANNUAL
MEETING
“Sunrise over Tampa Bay and Rec
SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 18
reation Pier at St. Petersburg, Fla.”
Two Full-Length Features
ROCKLAND
Mr. Burns’ address is General De
TIM HOLT
livery.
in
MASONIC CLUB

KEEP ON

WM BONDS

\

TUESDAY, MARCH 14

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Rev. Ruth Mathias

BEANO

Scientific Advisor

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Conducting Public Meetings

8.15 o’clock

SUNDAY, MARCH 12

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL

Telephone or Write for Catalogue

•3'*oz 9 EC
BOTS ZD

Remembrance Is a golden chain.
Death tries to break but all In vain
To have, to love, and then to part
Is the greatest sorrow of one's heart.
The years may wipe out many things
But this they wipe out never.
The memory of those happy days
When we were together.
Grevls F. Payson, Judith Ann Payson
and her sisters. Geraldine M. Lincoln
and Louise L. Ames.
•

33 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
18*21

c

at

Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS
lOlFtf

G. A. R. HALL

At 8.15 P. M.

“FIGWING

FRONTIER »»
Also on the program

MASONIC TEMPLE

“The Great Gildersleeve »»

All members urged to be present

Starring

20-21

Harold Peary, Freddy Mercer

Clinton F. Thomas

Poultry Wanted

OPTOMETRIST

Live Poultry Wanted

Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

5®
31®

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

gal

81-tf

LECTURE and MESSAGES 7.30

MEN!
YOU ARE NEEDED FOR

Lecture Subject

WHERE ARE OUR DEAD?

Railroad Work

Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds
of Live Poultry

Folowed by MESSAGES
Each person may bring TWO
WRITTEN QUESTIONS to be

Trucks CaU for Large Amounts

answered UNDER BLINDFOLD.
PRIVATE READINGS- at THE

IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT

Maine Poultry Co.

THORNDIKE HOTEL beginning

TRACK WORKERS AND

MARCH 13th, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

ENGINE HOUSE LABORERS
WITH NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.
2-tf

19-20

January Fish Report
Lobster Landings Showed a
Tremendous Drop From
December

Charles Sterling and Mrs. F. O.
Mrs. Charles Sterling, Torrington Hilt were guests of Mrs. W. C. Dow
Point, Peak’s Island is guest at the last Friday.
R. T. Sterling called on Mr. and
Sterlings.
Miss N. H. Kinney and Mrs. Lil Mrs. R T. Sterling, Jr., and family.
lian Brown visited the Hilts Sun His granddaughter Ann returned
home with him for a few days’ visit.
day.
Mrs. R T. Sterling, Mrs. Charles
The Sterlings caJled Thursday on
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Eiden in Port Sterling, Mrs. E. C. Stoddard, Miss
Marion Sterling and F. O. Hilt called
land.
Saturday
on Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Marion Sterling was recent
Sterling
and
son Peter in Bath.
overnight guest at the Sterlings.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A C. Mitchell ot
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
South
Portland,
Mr.
and Mrs. John
land called on the crowd Sunday
Wilbur and son Ellery Earl of Port
evening.
land
called on the Hilts Sunday.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling, her guest Mrs
The Sterlings entertained over tha
kept smaller craft inshore, the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ster
larger draggers operated -with little ling and son Peter of Bath, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert T. Sterling, Jr., and
difficulty.
Maine smelts were in great de children Ann and Bruce of Port
mand during January especially in land and Mrs. Charles Sterling. the metropolitan markets. The
Bureau
Great Lakes smelt usually supply .The Rockland Farm
these outlets to the tune of some meeting, postponed to March 13 will
five million pounds but due to a be held at the home of Mrs. Hattie
mysterious disease which has swept Sjholes, Old County road. A fish
the fishery production has dropped dinner will be served at 12 o’clock.
to the vanishing point. The pro Members are asked to take their
duction here in January’ was slight dishes, sugar and butter.
ly over 20,000 pounds.
Wholesalers are receiving an ever
BEANO
increasing demand for Maine shark
meat, principally from mid-western Friday and Saturday Nights
cities . The 1410 pounds landed here SPEAR HALL—8.00 P. M.
Big Prizes on Evening Play
in January sold at 10 cents a pound
Big
Special and Full Chicken Dinner
The total landings of 2,472,000 for
Free Game
the month were valued at $262,685. .
20*lt

Maine fish landings for the
month of January held fairly steady
in view of the extremely bad
weather during the month, Com
missioner Greenleaf cf the Sea and
Shore Fisheries Department annopuced today. Lobster landings
showed the greatest decline with a
drop from 917,202 in December to
217,686 for January. But a gain of
686.000 In Rosefish production
swelled the groundftsh totals to
above the December mark.
According to department statis
tician Arthur R. McKown the sea
son slump in lobster production wras
to be expected, but the fact that
many of the fishermen have taken
u.p their inshore traps was an ad
ditional depressing factor. Heavy
weather causing unusual wear and
tear on gear and difficulty in ob
taining replacement material forced
many fishermen to curtail opera
tions during January and Febru
ary . The producer price for Janu
ary averaged 36 cents a pound—the
highest for a number of years. The
price trend has increased steadily
and in^he first two weeks of Febru
ary was recorded 54 cents a pound.
Retail markets in Boston and New
York reflected this increase with
select lobsters selling at 80 cents
a pound.
No landings of herring were re
corded by statistician McKown dur
ing the month of January. The
herring schools remained off-shore
until early in February. Newly
equipped seine boats made the first
catchej of the year for canning fac- 1
tories at Mac^iasport and Lubec.
According to reports from downeast, the offshore seining in Win
ter marked a new trend in the’her
ring fishery in Maine.
The increase in rosefish, cod and
flounder landings over December
was attributed to the operation of
larger fishing craft out of Portland.
Rockland and Southwest Harbor.
During the heavy weather, which (,

PORTLAND HEAD

TO VISIT

ROCKLAND’S NEWEST MEN’S SHOP
We carry a Complete Line of Clothing for Men and
Men’s Furnishings—AU Brand Span New!

SUITS FOR MEN—SUITS FOR STUDENTS
TOP COATS—SHIRTS—HATS
Full line of the famous Dubble Wear Work Clothes

S. RUBENSTEIN
“The Store With the Red Front”

Rockland Red Cross War Fund
$11,500

Quota

Never before has the need been so acute; never before has your
opportunity to give been so great.
Starting Monday, March 13, these splendid women, under the
able direction of Mrs. Earle Perry, will call at your home to re

ceive your contribution. Please be ready when they call.
WARD 1

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

L. C. JACKSON, JR., CAPTAIN
CLYDE ROBINSON
FORREST BRAZIER
L. E. JONES

MRS, P. L. HAVENER

MRS.
MISS
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MISS
MRS.

RUTH BARROWS
RUTH CUCCINELLO
VICTOR BUCKLIN
ROGER DOW
ELEANOR ACHORN
RUTH ROGERS
LORETTA BROOKS

BURPEE

Ambulance Service

Funeral Home

Tel. 662

TELS. 390—1174-M .
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

SERVICE of HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS CLUB PLAN, INC.
O. BOX 550, OLD TOWN, ME.
Personal Interview Included

r.

PROMPT REPLY ASSURED
6F28

A CO.,
nt quantities.

„

WARD 4

MRS. DONALD HASKELL
MRS. FRED KNIGHT
MRS. AUSTIN HUNTLEY
MISS ANNIE CARINI
RUTH HARRINGTON
MRS. THOMAS STONE
WARD 5

MRS. GARDNER FRENCH, CAPT.
MRS. MARY EGAN

CHARLES LAKE
FRANK MAXCY
DONALD CLARK
HECTOR STAPLES
HAROLD GREEN
FRANK HOREYSECK
ROGER JAMESON
HAROLD LEACH
IDA SIMMONS
J. A. JAMESON
EMILY EDWARDS
EMIL YEDWARDS
MELVIN RANDALL

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

.JENNIE FEYLER, CAPTAIN
EDITH O’BRIEN
ALMON YOUNG
ADA PRESCOTT

MRS. IRVIN CURTIS

MRS. GEORGE DEAN
MRS. FRANK CARSLEY
MRS. J. TRENEER
WARD 6

MRS. RALPH BANGS, CAPTAIN
MRS. ANSEL WOOSTER
MRS. BENEDICT DOWLING
MISS HAZEL BAUM
MRS. HELEN BRAY
MRS. ALBERT AVERILL
MISS PEARL BORGERSON

MRS. MYRLE DUDLEY, CAPT.
MISS DOROTHY GORDON
MRS. ARCHIE BOWLEY
MRS. GERALD MARGES ON
MRS. J. NELSON
MRS. ELMO CROZIER
MRS JANE FOLEY
MRS. OWEN JOHNSTON
MRS. MURRAY WHALEN
MRS. SHERMAN ROKES
MRS. HARRY BICKMORE
MRS. KERYN AP RICE
MRS. JOHN MeLOON
MRS. FAITH BERRY
Let s keep the record clean!

WARD 7

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

ROBERT PAUL, CAPTAIN
NESTOR BROWN
C. S. ROBERTS
GLADYS BURNS
MAYNARD HAVENER
ERVIN HASKELL
MARY .HEINO
HOWARD PROCTOR
ETHEL CONNON
BERTHA CASSENS
FRANK BRIDGES
DOROTHY BREWER

service

Rockland has nearly 1000 boys and g.rls ,n the

Let’s back them to the limit.

ROCKLAND RED CROSS WAR FUND,

THIS ADVERTISEMENT SPONSORED BY

Field Representative of the

U. S. RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
AT THE

U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
447 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND,
FRIDAY, MARCH 10

Give more than you ever did before.
Arthur F. Lamb, Chairman.

Scientific Advisor

Send FIVE QUESTIONS
51.00 and STAMPED ENVELOPE
to CONFIDENTIAL LETTER

NELLIE COCHRAN
EARLE PERRY
JOSEPH EMERY
JAMES KENT

MRS. PERCY DINSMORE, CAPT.

WARD 2

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

MISS
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

The citizens of Rcckland have never failed to over-subsenbe a Red Cross appeal.

APPLY AT ONCE TO

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

ROCKLAND, ME.

304 MAIN STREET,

ARE WANTED

Rev. Ruth Mathias

-

A CORDIAL INVITATION

WARD 3

ALL MESSAGE SERVICE 2.30

PKG
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ME.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

R. P. CONANT

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

now consisted of eight old
1034 model Martin twinengine bomber), which were based
at Balikpapan. These boys knew
if the Japs were ever to be stopped,
it had to be now, to give our re
inforcements time to get in—if we
were going to get any. So that after
noon they made their last desperate
stab—damaging that Jap fleet of
course, but not stopping it And
just as these Dutch bombers were
coming in to land on Balikpapan
Field, they were hit by carrierbased Zeros and every plane de
stroyed. Now the Dutch had noth
ing, and everything depended on our
Forts.
“So the next day they put out
from Malang to strike at the Japs
in Macassar, and if possible sink a
carrier. But what happened on that
mission should not be my story. For
I wasn't there. Two of our Sky
Queens died that day in battle and
I didn’t see it. It doesn’t happen
often.
Plenty of them had come
home
crippled.
Others
were
beached, like Shorty Wheless’ plane.
Many others have cracked up when
tog shrouded the field. But we’d lost
only five by enemy action, and rare
ly have the Japs seen one fall. Colin
crashed through the overcast near
Clark Field, so they didn’t see him
—they saw Adams, but not Major
Robinson. Seldom do our own boys
ever see the old Queens go down in
battle. So you tell it,” said Frank,
and here he looked at Sergeant
Boone, the gunner.
"I saw it,” said the Gunner, “and
I can tell you how they die.
“It began like this. Nine of us
had taken off from Malang to Ma
cassar Strait to look for carriers.
We had only started, we were about
sixty miles off the coast, slowly
climbing—had reached 7,000 feet—
when we noticed some fighters ln a
tight formation. We assumed that
they were P-40's, but we weren’t tak
force

B-10*s (a

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
‘v'yKje.WAite

.-

W.N.U.riATUftXS
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“The Japs by now were stirred up.
They came over—obviously off a car
rier hidden somewhere near -and
strafed hell out of Timor airdrome.
Luckily there was nothing on the
Held just then.
“Will Connolly reported that about
fourteen more P-40’s were coming
behind him, but we were to find out
that these ran into terrible luck.
They were being led by a Douglas
transport, and as they approached
Timor, they ran into heavy weather.
The transport, instead of bringing
them on in, turned back. The kids,
who are not supposed to know how to
navigate, wandered around in the
weather, hunting for the airdrome.
Four cracked up on the beaches.
Tlie rest picked up the drome,
sneaked in, gassed up, anfl took ofl
for Bali. Here they were gassing
up again when the Japs from that
carrier hit them.
Two flights of
three planes each had just cleared
the ground. They hardly had their
wheels up. One was burned up on
the take-off, some were able to bail
out as their planes were shot down
onto the field. The rest were strafed
on the ground, and only three got in
to Surabaya—full of holes.
“Now we began to see that it
would be only a matter of time un
til the Japs took that steppingstone
field at Timor, which connected us
to Australia, and it would all be
over—for no more fighters could get
through to us under their own pow
er. Jap bombers had already hit
Surabaya. If we got no more fight
ers, how long before they smashed
our Forts at Malang? The skies
were darkening fast. '
“But about this time we did a
curious job for the Dutch. I was
in their Navy headquarters on busi
ness when Kommander van der
Straaten came running up. ‘You got
to help me!’ he said. 'Our bravest
sub is in trouble—she can’t dive.’
Then he explained that she was
more than three hundred miles out
in the Java Sea, moving slowly toward home base, but that Zeros were
circling overhead, and had probably
summoned Jap bombers to polish
her off. Two Dutch PBY’s had been
guarding her, but those big flying
boats are clumsy as ducks, and the
Zeros had already shot one down.
“What they had to have, Van der
Straaten explained, was fighters to
cover ffie submarine. But the little
Dutch Curtiss fighters didn’t have
the range to get out and back.
"I got Bud Sprague on the phone,
told him I was coming out—urgent.
Then I wrote down on a piece of
paper what Van der Straaten told
me of their submarine's course,
speed, and hourly position.
“Bud laid it out on a chart and
figured fast. It was a long distance.
Even with belly tanks, his fight
ers could barely get out there and
spend fifteen minutes patrolling the
submarine when they’d have to start
back.
“But he figured he had enough
planes to keep two of them over her
all the time—in fifteen-minute re
lays—until they'd escorted her back
to a point where the little Dutch
Curtiss fighters would have the
range to take over.
“Bud led the first pair out him
self (he’s no swivel-chair officer),
and the Dutch, in addition to being
tearfully grateful, woke up to the
fact that maybe liaison was a good
idea. Van der Straaten noticed I’d
had trouble getting a car getting
out to the field—I'd been spending
most of my salary on taxis getting
everybody’s business done—and the
next morning a Dutch staff car with
a sergeant at the wheel reported to
the door of the hotel. They assigned
it to me for the duration of the war.
“But at this point another sub
marine showed up with a hard-luck
story—she was one of ours which
had sneaked through the Jap block
ade from Corregidor, with a load
of fourteen passengers—most of
them pilots I knew, who had lost
their planes and been left when we
had to pull out of the Philippines.
“They came roaring into the ho
tel late. They were sick of fiddling
around on Bataan with rifles, and
_C IL log Fwatnrew 9yadic«t«.
▲ii KiMfctB RsMrred.

now were itching to get into the air
again. In addition to which, they’d
been cooped up for days under wa
ter in that stinking little tin cigar
box. You can imagine how a pilot
would take that. Here they were
at last, free in a big luxurious ho
tel, with lights and girls.
They
nearly pulled it to pieces, and
danced with all the girls in the place
who would take a chance with them
on the floor. But in between they
had plenty of news.
"I told them everybody outside
was thrilled by the great fight they
were puting up on Bataan. They
insisted things on Bataan weren’t
nearly so glamorous as we imag
ined outside. There wasn’t any bat
tle line which surged back and forth
—just sporadic firing. But the food
was terrible, it was boring as all
hell, and where was the best place
in Java to get a thick rare steak?
"I told them they had me Ih liai
son work Just now, and they said,
hell, if I had talents like that, the
place for me was on Corregidor.
Because the Army had the Navy
stuffed into one end of a tunnel
while they were stuffed into the oth
er, and relations were so strained
that the staffs would only commu
nicate by courier. And now how
about a shot of this Daiquiri rum
they’d heard so much talk about?
“I finally got them quieted down
and on the bus for Malang. They
were crazy to get back up in the
air after all those weeks.
“And then, just as 1 was about to
go to bed, a call from Margo came
through.”
“Some friends wanted me to go

to

Florida with them,” said Margo.
“The girl’s husband had a war job
there. I couldn’t decide. But Frank
said it looked as though he wasn’t
going to get any vacation, so 1
should take a good long one to do for
both of us. I must go, and it would,
be our vacation. I could tell he
was very tired, and that worried un
dertone was in his voice. I had been
glad when he told me he would
probably be on the ground for a
while, so I couldn’t understand it.
Nobody in the States doubted yet
that Java would hold. I told him
I’d call him as soon as I reached
Florida. And then he said a curious
thing.
“ ‘Darling,’ he said, ‘I’d better
warn you that these calls may not
last much longer.’
“I didn’t ask why*because I knew
it must be something the censor
would not let him tell me. So be
cause the time was up, I juSt said
good night.
Without ever talking
it over, we’d always made it our
rule never to say goodby.
That
was too frightening. Always it was
good night.”

this cold-relief used when

QUINTUPLETS
CATCH COLO
It promptly relievos coughing
•nd makes breathing easier
Whenever the Dionne Quintuplets catch
cold—their chests, throats ana backs are
immediately rubbed with Musterole.
Musterolegivessuch wonderful results
because it’s MORE than just an ordi
nary “salve.” It’s what so many Doctors
and Nurses call a modern counter irritant.
It actually helps break up local conges
tion in upper bronchial tract, makes
breathing easier, promptly relieves cough
ing, sore throat and aching chest muscles
due to colds. Get Musterole today!
IN 3 STRENGTHS: Children s Mild.

Regular and Extra Strong.

MUSTEROLE

I was working the top turret gun
and could see what was happening
on the third Fort.
Tarakan. Well, we hit it And of
course we do some damage. But
it’s a big force—the Navy doesn't
dare go in. We have only a hand
ful of Forts, so the Japs keep com
ing.

“But we’re desperate, and so are
the Dutch.

Th^ir entire bomber

«« A A

MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

He I» “Overjoyed”
Warren Man Homeward
Bound Among Exchanged
Prisoners Of War

Telephone 78

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger of
Warren received Wednesday a cable

Mrs. (Lillian Mank went (Monday
to Plainville, Conn., where she will
visit relatives.
Charles Rowe, Jr., passed the
week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
Donald Sewell of Portland,
passed the week-end, in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz have
returned to Kaler’s Comer, after
passing the Winter at New Britain,
Conn., and Quonset Point, R. I.

from their oldest son. Sherwood A.
Sidelinger, chief radio man, USN.,
that he is on board the Gripsholm,
among the U. S. prisoners of War
sent home in exchange. The cable,
dated Lisbon. Portugal, March ti,
reads only, “Overjoyed to be coming
home,” with his name signed.
Sidelinger, chief radio man with
the American Embassy in Vichy
since February, 1941, was taken
prisoner by Germany in January,
1943, and was assembled at Lourdes,
France, with the other members of
the Embassy, before being taken to
Baden Baden, Germany, where he
since, for 14 months has been held
prisoner at the Brenners Park Ho
tel.
He was last seen by his mother
three years ago in New York City,
Feb. 15, 1941, just before he sailed
for Vichy to take his new post as
chief radio man in the Embassy, in
which Admiral Leahy was Ambas
sador. Later S. Pinckney Tuck was
in charge d’affaires in unoccupied
France. Mr. Tuck is among the re
patriates on board the Gripsholm
according to newspaper despatches.
Chief radio man Sidelinger en
listed in the U. S. Navy, August,
1931, 1 year after graduation from
Warren High school. He attended
a radio school at Hampton Hoads.
Va., and his rise in that department
ctf the navy was rapid. He served
from 1931 to 1938 on board the
cruiser Louisville, reaching the rank
of first class radio operator. At one
time he served as radio operator on
board the presidential yacht.
From 1938 to 1941 he was ln the
government radio service in Wash
ington, D. C.
He was able to correspond regu
larly with his parents during the
time he has been a prisoner, but ot
course the fact the letters came
through neutral countries, delayed
them greatly.
Chief radio man Sidelinger has
one brother, Leonard, aviation chief
machinist mate, U.S.N. in the At
lantic area, and two sister, Mrs.
Earl Smith
of Warren and Miss Le»
ona Sidelinger, Newcastle.

The warrant for town meeting
has been posted and contains 31
articles.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of
Belgrade have been visitors
Richard Connor of Winchester,
Mass., has been guest of his aunts,
Mrs. Stanley* Poland and1 Mrs. C.
B. Stahl.

Pfc. Kenneth Hilton is enjoying
a furlough at his home in town.
Mrs. Henry Myer of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Joseph Damon.

Mrs. Rachel Oliver of Everett,
Mass., has been guest of lier sister,
Mrs. George Mank.
Mrs. 'Roland) Creamer of Bath,
was guest recently of Mrs. Virgil

Wallace.
AC Robert Creamer is enjoying
a furlough at his home
Miss Nellie Moody, student nurse
at the Maine General Hospital,
Portland' and Miss Dorothy Bums
of Bangor, passed the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody.

ing any chances, because there
seemed to be quite a gang of them—
maybe some reinforcements had ar
rived which we hadn’t heard of. So
we watched as they came closer.
Only when we saw the white points
Dewey Moody, a student at the
of our Army Air Force sta# with
U
of M., is passing his Spring va
the red disk in the middle were
cation
at his home.
we relieved. It hadn’t occurred to
us that you can take the red sun of
Miss Edith MdCurdy of Dam
Japan and with a few strokes of a ariscotta Mills, was week-end guest
paintbrush make five white star of Miss Bessie Reed.
points around it.

<Shortly after this incident, the army
air force emblem was chunged, and the
red central disk removed.)
“We didn’t dream of this, but still
we watched what we were so sure
were P-40’s. They were flying along
with us, about three thousand yards
away, apparently paying no atten
tion. We didn’t suspect they were
Japs, mapping out their attack. We
watched them as they started on out
front of us, swinging out a little,
climbing high, then turning back in
toward us from ahead.
“There was nothing about this ma
neuver which surprised us, for the
Japs so far had always attacked us
from the rear. Then they wheeled
in for their nose-on attack, and too
late we saw those Army Air Force
stars on their fuselages had been
crudely forged.
“They concentrated on our first
three planes, and remember now
that this first attack, which caught
us completely off guard and far
below our regular altitude, happened
in only a few seconds. One For
“I was worried, Margo,” said tress they hit only in the motor. The
Frank, “because I’d just got Word next Fortress, they put an incendi
from our Navy's PBY’s on patrol ary through the bomb-bay gas tank—
that a new Jap invasion fleet was they must have known through sub
coming down Macassar Strait, ap versive activities in Java that we
parently headed for Balikpapan on didn’t have leakproof ones yet in
Borneo. It has a fair harbor and that model. This set off the oxy
is the last base they would need be gen system, and the whole Fortress
fore they took over Java. And I flared in front of our eyes in a puff
couldn’t see how we were going to of flame and smoke. Out of this
stop them.
we could see two or three para
“But next day Colonel Eubank chutes floating down. Maybe the
gathered his Forts together and they men dangling from them were alive.
took off at 3:30 in the morning, so More probably they had never pulled
that they would be out over Macas the rip cords themselves, but the
sar Strait in time to make their i explosion opened the chutes.
bomb run just at dawn.
"I was working the top turret gun,
“They had to come down below and from here I could see exactly
the overcast to see the target, which what was happening on the third
was two converging lines of Jap Fortress—Captain Duke Duphrane’s
ships, heavily escorted—one coming ship—which was just on our left, and
in from the northeast and one from very close. I saw it, and so did
Sergeant Jim Worley, the bombar
dier, who was working the little .30caliber nose gun, and had brought
down three Zeros. We all saw some
of it, but Worley and I saw most.
“First, we saw Duphrane’s plane
shudder as the Jap tracers crashed J
1
into its cockpit and into its bomb
bay. But she didn’t go down yet.
For a while she continued on with
yher chin up, like those pictures you
see of Marie Antoinette or Mary
Queen of Scots walking proudly to
ward the scaffold. And she didn’t
waver or flinch, even when we could
see that dull-red flames from the
bursted gasoline tanks of that bomb
bay were sprouting out of her, fromi
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Mr. and Mrs. Glen Creamer en
tertained! Saturday in honor of
Mrs. Della Creamer’s birthday.
Those present were AC and Mrs.
Robert Creamer, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Flanders and daughter
June, Shirley* Creamer, James
Spence and Mr. and Mrs. George
Hahn. .
Mrs. Bernard Benner, Mrs. Staf
ford Soule, Mrs. Louis Martin,
Mis. Wayne Heald, and Mrs. Ma
rion Colwell attended a birthday
party recently in Wiscasset for
Mrs. Roger Cowley.
The Homemaker's Society met
Thursday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Burgess. A covered dish
supper was served. Mrs. Burgess
was assisted by Mrs. Ernest Black,
At the Baptist Church Sunday
morning, the pastor, Rev. Mr.
Heath has chosen as subject “Why
Christ Would Not Save Himself.''
In the evening Rev. Robert Heigham, minister of the Congregational
Church, Wiscasset, will be the
speaker.
The Red Cross campaign for a
goal of 01425. started Wednesday.
Workers are: S H. Weston, Rose
Weston, Laila Blanchard, Grace
Simmons, Annie Genthner, Olive
Crowell, Lenora Black. Evelyn
Heyer, Maude Mank, Beatrice
Osier, Hilda Boggs, Lelia Libby,
Mary Wellman, Julia Burgess,
Viola Kuhn, Golde Sheffield. Eve
lyn Winslow, Theresa Chute, Jen
nie Chute, Alton Genthner, Esper Mank, Bernice Newbert, Lulu
Miller. Hazel Lud'wig. Frank Salmi,
Luella Mason, Evelyn Glidden,
Ruth Geele, Fannie Gray, Alfred
Wuori, Beulah Ralph. Viola Hussey,
Ella Bragg, Fannie Weaver, Olive
Willey,
Helen Castner,
Faye
Schwartz, Josephine Mlltr, Hazel
Bowers, Kaarlo Nurmi, Josephine
Geele. Florence Sewell.

Such A Good Time!

Waldoboro Lions Entertain
the High School Basket-,
• ball Teams

On March 7 the Waldoboro Lions
Club played host to the High
School boys' and' girls’ basketball
squads. A chicken supper was en
oyed There •were present, 26 play
ers, 21 parents and friends, and 28
Lions and wives.
Numerals
and
letters were
awarded by Mr. M’ler to the fol
lowing players: N^nerals, Ethel
Orff, Jeanette Genthner, Barbara
Hilton, Mary Waltz, Clarence
Woodlbury, Ronald Ralph. Alvah
Moody, James Currie and Robert
Heyer; letters, given to Hannah
Morse, Helen Hoch, Virginia Hahn,
Mildred Benner, Elizabeth Miller,
Shirley Miller, Madelyn Miller,
Clarissa Miller, Robert Kane,
Ernest Fitzgerald, Chesley Steele,
Herbert Morse and Russell Creamer.
The players presented a beauti
ful bouquet of dark red carnations
to Mlse Deering andl a leather bill
fold to Mr. Mllller.
The speaker, Dana Dougherty,
physical education director of
Cony High School gave a very in
teresting and worthwhile talk.
After
a few jokes about people pres
Mrs. Elsie Mank, director of Disent, he told something about the
Eastern Maine Basketball Tour
Strother—a brave, skillful pilot (who
was presently to die—and every man nament held' last week. This was
of his crew feels he gave his life of particular interest to the boys
to save ours)—was keeping abreast and girls. He then went on to a
of her. so that with our guns we , more serious strain and related
could keep the Japs away in her
I incidents from the past and preslast moments, and give her men a
i ent concerning good sportsmanthe cockpit clear back to the tail, j chance to jump.
“The last to leave her was Ser I ship. His talk was one that was
“We surged just a little ahead of
geant Leonard Coleman, her turret enjoyed*; to the utmost, by adults
her nose, and from here we could
gunner—we could see him working as well as athletes.
see Duke Duphrane and his copilot
his .50’s, but now he left his turret.
both slumped over dead, their heads
The Lions Club deserves a lot
We saw him go by the side window,
leaning against the shattered pane
of
praise for starting such a splen
and he was struggling to put on his
of the cockpit window. So it wasn’t
did
and worthwhile activity.
parachute—which he hadn’t worn in
any man who was keeping her chin
==============
that cramped top turret, for it would
up. It was the Old Queen herself
have interfered with his sighting and i trict 9 Rebekahs, made an official
who wanted to die this way.
shooting—struggling to get his arms ( visit last Friday and spoke before
“We dropped back and came in
through it like a jacket among those
a little closer—you had an awful
j the Methebesec Club in Rockland.
licking flames. We saw him go back
feeling you wanted to help, and you
Guy Irving Walts is a patient at
to
the
rear
escape
hatch,
saw
him
couldn’t — and we saw Sergeant
Kelghtley, her radioman anc? rightdrop through it with his clothes the Maine General Hospital in
afire, saw him jerk the cord—he Portland.
waist gunner, climb through his es
must have done it immediately, be
cape hatch and bail out, and his
Pfc. Arthur Hilton, who is sta
cause by the time he had cleared
chute open. And then her left-waist
tioned
in Amarillo, Texas, is pass
the flaming tail by twenty feet, we
gunner, doing the same on the oth
ing
a
furlough with his mother,
saw his chute crack tight-open. But
er side. We saw her tyil gunner
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The Red Cross drive is
Is $1170. If there are a

Sermon topics Sunday at the Bap
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
tist Church will be: At 10 a. m.,
"Bible Headlines,” and at 7 pm.,
"The Highest Good.’’ Church school
will meet at 12.
Mrs. Mary Wall and Mrs. Wes
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
ton Stanhope were called recent
ly to Gardiner by the sudden
death of Albert Hbdgdon, brotherUnesfive cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
in-law of Mrs. Wall.
small words to a line.
_ _
.
Mrs. George E. Newbert, who has
Special Notice: AO “blind ads so caUed L •.
been spending the Winter ln Bev
ments which require the answers to be.sent to Th<
Gasette offloe for handling, cost » cents addltionaL
erly, Mass., returns home early in
April.
Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth of Cam EGGS AND CHICKS
LOST AND FOUND
den will speak on, “An Ideal Lenten
—Is hereby given of the loss
Prayer,” Sunday morning at the
WE are booking orders for Red ofNOTICE
deposit book numbered 2841 and
Chicks
from
our
Maine
U.
S.
Pullorum
Congregational Church.
Church
the owner ct said book asks for du
Clean Flock
for April
£ HOKES
and and
SON.Mav
Tel .2251 plicate in accordance with the provi
school will meet at 9.30.
sion of the State Law. KNOX COUN
20 2
Victory gardeners w’ho do not own Camdern_______________
TY TRUST CO
by Lendon Jackson
DAY old Barred Bock chicks from Trea-s Rockland. Me. March 9. 1944.
land may obtain plots for use as vic Pullorum
*
r
'
20 F 24
clean flock for sale, hatched
tory gardens this season by contact on order. TEL 263-14. City._____ HF2J
OAS A Ration Book lost. RALPH
are now booking orders for Sexed STARRETT. So. Warren_______ 20*F-22
ing George W. Walker ,or Lee W. orWE
Straight day old Rhode Island Red -RATION Book No 4. lost. WILLIAM
Walker. Tlie former owns several Chicks from our Maine U. S Approved LEONARD.
Owl's Head________ 2O’F-22
Pullorum Clean Flock. Hatches every
acres of field along the Georges Monday.
RATION book No 4 lost DAVID C.
Order early for date Prefer
18*F 20_
River, which may be used for that ence. Telephone 33W. HUGH W MOREY. 30 South St.. City.
LITTLE. Rockland. Me._________ *BtI
OAS Ration Book B lost. RAYMOND
purpose, and hence Mr. Walker, wtw
E CRABTREE, R F. D. 2, Union.
Maine__________ [___________ W*F’_ 20
permitted this used last year, wiu
WANTED
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost.
EMMA
do the same to a larger extent this
PETERSON, 17 Myrtle St.. City 20*F 22
year.
GENERAL trucking, hauling. eoa.\
A Republican Caucus will be held and rubbish. TEL 295M_________ 20 21
FOR SALE
wanted, bus passes door
Tuesday at the Report Centre, ai forBOARDERS
all shifts at Bath Iron Worts;
good
food.
MHo.
7.30, to organize, a new Tc/wn Com •-«? QQ C/l TA4
DODOE Sedan for sale, good tires;
CHARLES REED, South Waldoboro.
995W
mittee and to choose four delegates opposite Srofleld's Store.________ 20 11 453 OLD COUNTY RD. Tel
*
20-lt
BOY or girl wanted who wishes to
and four alternates to the State and
TWO cows for sale, freshen soon.
learn the dry cleaning buslne«s_A good GEO WINSLOW. Old County Road
district conventions in Bangor April paying
trade
Apply at PEOPLES
LAUNDRY, tel. 170. located at 17 B F D . Rockland._________________20*22
13 and 14.
iSouSEHOLD furniture for sale, lnLimerock St.. Rockland___________20tf i
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett of
parlor stove, 2 kitchen stoves.
HOUSEKEEPER for man alone want I! eluding
china cabinet, washing machine and
Swan Island, Richmond, in town ed on Camden Rd., near Oakland oil
stove; 19 MYRTLE STREET. City.
20*21
Monday to attend town meeting, Park FRED M THOMAS Tel 445
SHOATS
lor
sale
ERNEST
E
LAMB.
were dinner guests that day of Mr.
PARLOR set wanted. A-l condition.
Tel. Warren
Also Art Square. TEL. 555 ______ 20-lt ! Middle road. Warren.
and Mrs. William Stanford
‘ 1-13____________________
20*23
GENERAL Trucking and hauling, i MODERN house for sale, first class
A "Mirthquoke,” High School coal,
rubbish and ashes
TEL 902W.
__________ 19tf ■ condition.; North End. location; 7
minstrels will take over Frldfly at
rooms, bath, furnace, garage. Chance
MEN and Women, average 90c per ! for hens and garden. Fuel for bal
Glover Hall. Principal Fred Per hour.
Full or part time work. No ance of Winter
Quick sale desired.
kins has written the script for the experience necessarv. Write for de $3200. F H WOOD. Court House
_________________________20-22
tails. EMPLOYMENT MANAGER. Box
shew, and he will take charge of the 367-C, Newark. 1, N. J.__________ 19'2l
-WHEELBARROWS carts and toys
endmen, Gilbert Boggs. Warren
REFRIGERATION
for .ale. RAVE'S CRAFT SHOP. 14
NECESSARY IN WAR OR PEACE
Prescott St., City._______________ 18*F-22
Philbrook. Alfred Wilson, Patricia
Instruction. Male.
Shortage of
PAIR four-vear-old colts for sale;
Moody, Ruth Young and Natalie men for installation and repair work. A-l
weight 3400, nice workers;
The need for trained men to overhaul also team,
pair light hones, all clever, nice
Spear. Vaughn Philbrook will be and Install refrigeration and air con
stuff.
O.
W
CARROLL. Rockland.
equipment Is urgent. If you
the interlocutor, and the whole ditioning
20*22
are mechanically Inclined and have a
CHARES foundation garments. LIL
school will take part in the chorus. fair education, look Into this big pay
trade. Learn how you can get this LIAN JOYCE. 74 Willow St.. City. Tel.
In charge of the music, will be Miss training In spare time or evenings. No 932R.
______________________________ 20*21
Interference wlt)h present Job.
For
Verna Robinson and Miss Dorothy full
HOUSE
in Warren, for . sale. 8
Information write at once, glv- rooms, near
schools and churches,
Edwards will supervise the costumes. ln« name. addTess, etc. UTILITIES cheap
for cash. Write W. C, care THE
INST, care Courier-Gazette.
19*20 COURIER-GA
ZETTE.____________ 20*21^
Ten specialties are planned, and
PAINTING, jobs and paper hanging
HOTEL Edison Hot Point Broiler
also an extra special attraction. wanted by expert workmen. All work 1940;
Iced Tea and Coffee Cooler;
Prices reasonable. JO
Tickets will be out for this event the guaranteed.
oven (coal or wood): single
SEPH CLOUGH, 14 Oak St Tel. 1112M. portable
19-24 gas plate: tables and dining room
first of the week.
chairs for sale. THE COPPER KETTLE
SECOND-HAND furniture
bought, 4O5W._____________________________ 20 21
Gilbert Boggs, of the sophomore also
Junk TEL. 314R or write P O.
SLABWOOD 4-foot. delivered. ROB
class, has had his name added to BOX 862, City._________ ___________ 17tf ERT
ESANCY, Liberty. Tel. Washing
WILL pay from $7 to $15 each for all ton ,12 23.
_______________ 20-21
the honor roll at the High School,
marble top tables, depending on size,
IF
you
are
looking
for quality, low
having made up tests during the condition and style of them. I also
cost of operation, efficiency, long serv
pay
from
$5
to
$8
each
for
old
parlor
time he was ill.
lamps with colored flowers on them, ice without trouble, buy a Whlson Milk
with life tested fibre glass In
Miss Joan Maxey, who observed If you really want to get the top cooler,
prices for your antiques, write W. J. sulated cabinet. Factory trained serv
her 12th birthday anniversary Tues FRENCH. 10 High St., Camden. 16tf ice men. Order a Wilson electric or
engine mUjc cooler today. Tomorrow
day, entertained at a party after
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. may be too late. Terms arranged W.
will pay cash or trade for new. S. PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.19-23
school, Jean Merrill, Emily Smith, We
Call 1154. V. F STUDLEY. INC., 283
1938 STUDEBAKER .4-door sedan.
15tf
Maxine Lindsey, Janet Philbrook, Main St., Rockland.
Excellent condition. Low mileage. In
1941
or
1942
Chevrolet,
Ford,
or
Carolyn Philbrook, Marian Starrett, Plymouth wanted. Will pay $1000 cash quire 32 SCHOOL ST., down stairs.
__________________________________ 19*20
Esther Overlock, Gall Partridge and for low mileage car. Write giving
BATHINETE
for
sale,
used
3
make, year, model, mileage car has
Leatrice Dolham. Marianne Pelll- been driven, general condition and months. Price $3 TEL. 433RK. 19 It
phone number. Address FORD,
36-foot
Dragger for sale,
fully
cani was invited but was unable to your
care Courier-Gazette.
18tf equipped for spallop or fish dragging.
attend. Joan received many nice WAITRESSES wanted at Park Street 2 nets. $1300. A. L. ANDERSON, Cam
19-22
gifts, and refreshments were served Lunch. TEL 838R or call at PARK den, Me.
STREET LUNCH.___________________ 13tf
WOODSAWING outfit for sale, also
Pvt. James Burdick of Greens OLD furniture wanted. Why not large black comb, oil and gas range.
Clarion range.
All types of
boro, N. C., has been spending a few sell those old haircloth pieces and that Home
C. E GROTTON. 138 Cam
marble top furniture while the de heater.
days of a furlough with his mother, mand for it is ln evidence and the den St. Tel. 1091W.
19tf
good
I am not hunting for
THREE wood brooder stoves for sale.
Mrs. Albert Burdick at the home oi price
bargains and will pay good prices for MARIA MIKKOLA, Warren, Maine.
good merchandise.
Write
W
J.
her sister, Mrs. Willis Vinal.
________ 19*20
FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden, Me
Thirteen members of Mystic Re ___________________________________ 12tf
BUNCH of Pre-war Studio Couches,
seme new; some used, some good, and
bekah Lodge attended the meeting
1941 Pontiac, Oldsmoblle, Dodge, some no good, lots of used table model
Chrysler or Bulck. wanted. Will pay radios, over-night case, portable, bat
of Miriam Rebekah Lodge in Rock $1200 -ash Immediately for low mile
tery, Electric, like new; two PhU Oas
land, at which there was initiation age car. Write, giving make, year, comb., cream enamel and white
model, n.deage car has been driven,
the white one with oil burn
on a large class ctf candidates, and general condition, and your phone enamel,
er. tanka# regulator, ready to use. Very
number. AUTO, cpre Courier-Gazette. nice ferge size pot burner oil heater,
which was proceded by supper.
_______________________________
18tf garage air compressor, with ’i-horee
Percy Kenniston is a patient at
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves power motor, 5-Pon floor Jack. 1938
and oil burners. C. E GROTTON, 138 1 Chevrolet .Coupe, first class, 1938 OldsKnox Hospital.
i
Camden St. Tel, 1091W.___________13tf j mobile Coupe, first class, 1934 ChevEye to the Future

OLD hair cloth furniture wanted, , rolet 2-door, not Classed, but good, one
also marble top tables., and old j 1938 G B.C. 4i-ton truck extra good, I
books
CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park 8t.. I have a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
Tel. Rockland, 1240.
18tf with an oil burner ln lt, that I will
sell at a real bargain. Does anyone
need a wind charger? I have a factory
made ona. somebody ought to need
those James-Way wood brooder stoves,
I don't I have some good used furni
that ought to be used by some
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment ture,
else. I also have a very nice 60 acre
with bath to let. Adults only; 57 PA one
farm,
on a good road, that I wlU
CIFIC ST.. City.______________
20*21
: sell, good bulflltngs. electric lights, wa
ROOMS by day or week to let; 120 ter. hardwood floors lumber, wood and
CAMDEN ST.______________________ 19*20 blueberries. Why we have almost every
TWO furnished rooms to let. TEL thing here in Washington, Earl Boyn
921M______________________________ W 20 ton has a lot of 1940, '41. and '42
Chevrolet cars. Murdlck Cramer, has
LARGE front room adjoining bath 7 good horses, and plenty of Gossip
for rent; 99 CAMDEN ST. Tel. 1245
besides from the Neighbors. If you
__________________________________ 19 20 need anything let us know. HAROLD
TENEMENT opposite Shipyard to let. B KALER, Washington, Me. Tel. 5 25.
Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY. 96 Always home Sundays._____________ I8tf
Mechanic St. Tel. 436W.
17tf
GRAHAM car for sale. Supercharg
er. 6 cylinder, been driven 15.000 miles.
5 practically new tires, new battery
steam and that it is the work of the and car ln perfect shape. Can get
ln touch with me any day at 4.30 p. m.
teachers in the schools to prepare TEL CAMDEN. 2062.
18-21
the child in the educational field,
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale
but the responsibility of moral and KAARIO JARVI, South Union. 18*20
HOUSE and two lots far sale; prloe
religious training lies in the home
reasonable.
WALTER MCLEOD. 53
17*20
*The meeting opened with the flag Rawson Ave., Camden.
1
CROCKL*
I
t house on Main St. for
salute, and Mr. Pomeroy’s talk was sale; 10 rooms, large lot land; now
followed by a question and answer being converted into apartments Low
price for quick sale. Opposite Jame
period. New members to join the | son
s Market
Has commercial possi
CARL SIMMONS, Rockland.
Association were Mr. and Mrs. 1 bilities
TEL. 1240.

John Pomeroy of Rockland,
county co-ordinator of Civilan De
fense, and engineer at the Lawrence
TO LET
Portland Cement Plant in Thomas
ton gave a talk Tuesday on "PostWar Evacuation frem the Stand
point of Hiring Men,” at the Par
ent-Teacher Association held at
Town Hall. He pointed out that the
post war period will be a period ln
which there will be a great demand
for scientists, technicians, and in
ventors. He mentioned the four
major developments in the past 50
years as those of the telephone, mo
tor car, radio and telephone. He
emphasized that the present system
in High Schools is inadequate in
the preparation of students for the
post war period and that though
men are created e^ual, their minds
are not of the same pattern. For
this reason it is necessary, he be
lieves to have some form of classi
fication to find more easily and
Charles Kigel, Mr. and Mrs. Erland
GOOD home overlooking harbor,
surely the course of study fitted to
nice condition, new plumbing. Price
Jura and Mrs. Fred Webel.
the individual.
reasonable for quick sale. Write BOX
314, Rockport, Maine._________
14*20
In the change-over, some of the
Mrs.
Ethel
Hilton.
then, almost instantly, we saw tha1
bail out and his chute open—they
r
Property for sale In
t0
eatate. J. WBRBKBre
parachute begin to billow loosely
Flores Wellman is acting as jani college courses will be pushed back
found him four or five days lqjer
OOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
into
the
secondaryschools.
With
like a silk scarf in the wind, be tor at the High School building.
on an island.
—________
18tf
cause—Oh, God!—we saw something I
“She was enveloped in red flames
Mr. and Mrs. James Goodwin and more mathematics courses in the
else. We saw the poor guy had had
now from nose to tail, and through
MISCELLANEOUS
son have been visiting relatives m secondary schools, more time will be
to jump without having time to
her windows we could see flames
available for the study in college of Thi* Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Portland.
buckle the belt strap of his para
shimmer inside her cabin, and as
When disorder of kidney function permits
more advanced courses In science
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
chute—the price he paid for stay
ber plates melted she began to sink
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
land Hair store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
He
said
that
unless
the
towns
and
may
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
ing in his turret for a few fast shots
in a steepening curve, and along
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel 519J.
leg pains, lose of pep and energy, getting up
at Zeros, protecting the others while
State take care of vocational train nights,
_________ _________________________ 2 F tf
the wake of that curve we were to
swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
and diuiness. Frequent or scanty
they jumped. Maybe he figured he
On and after this date I will pay
count seven parachutes, like seven
ing in the schools, the Federal gov headaches
passages with smarting and burning some
only those bills contracted by myself.
could hold the ends of the belt to
swirling dandelion seeds which flut
times
shows
there
is
something
wrong
with
ernment is apt to step ln. He - our kidneys or bladder.
MAYNARD W GRAY, 2d
gether with his hands. Maybe ntt
ter in the wake of a dried dande
Rockland March 3, 1944.
18*20
stressed
the
fact
that
delinquency
Don't
wait!
Ask
your
druggist
for
Doan
’
s
hands were so burned he couldn’t
lion head when you drop it.
Pills, used successfully by millions for over
This
is
to
notify
all
that
I
will
pay
is not delinquency really but the 40 years. They give happy relief and will help
•’But as yet she hadn't gone down
work the clasp.
b1118 contracted ln person.
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ADDIE E. WALTER, Friendship, Me.
lack of a place in which to blow off ous waste from your blood. Get Doeo’s Pills.
much, and our own gilot, Captain'
(To be continued)
WAR BONDS-SUMPS
18*20
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were made by the sur
ings unit of the Red Cr

iMrs.
Blanche
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daughter of Bath are
Mrs. Davison's parent
Mr.s. Parker Wadlswortl

iLafayette Carver \\ 1
Tuesday with Mr.s. Jem
son at the home of 'M;
derwood
A social afte
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lowed1 by the usual bu i
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where Mr * Littlefield lij
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The Red Cross drive is on. Quota
is $1170. If there are any whom
the campaign workers are unable
to reach, contributions may be left
with the treasurer, IL. W. Sanborn.
Mrs. Ada Rogers returned Mon
day after a month’s visit with her
gianddaughter,
Mrs.
Caroline
Kneeland in Portland
At the morning servcie at Union
Church Sunday the honor roll for
servicemen of the town wiill be
dedicated. The pastor Rev. £. S.
^itchell w’ill take as the subject of
’his sermon "For Their Sakes ” r
There will be special music by the
vested choir.
During February 11,118 dressings
were made by the surgical dress
ings unit of the Red Cress.
Mrs. Blanche Davison
and
daughter of Bath are guests of |
Mrs Davison's parents, Mr and
Mrs. Parker Wadsworth .
Lafayette Carver WRC. met
Tuesday with Mrs. Jennie Patter- I
sen at the home of 'Mrs. Amy Cal
derwood A social’ afternoon was
enoyed and supper was served fol
lowed by the usual business meet

I-
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and Mrs. Scott Littlefield re
turned Monday from Rockland,
where Mr ' Littlefield had been a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs J. E. Norton of Boston is
guest of Mrs Carrie Fifield.
The Antique Club met Monday
at the home of Mrs. Flossie Wil
liams. Lunch w'as served and a
pleasant social afternoon was
passed with knitting and sewing.
Thcse present were Mrs. Lodie
Hassen, Mrs. Josephing MacDonald,
Mrs. Blanche Swears and Mrs.
Verne Young
Mrs Lamont Wadleigh and son
went Tuesday to Winterport called by the death of Mrs.
Wadleigh’s grandmother, Mrs. Titcomb.
The Atlantic Street Husbands
and Wives Bridge Club were enter
tained Tuesday night at the home
of Capt. and Mrs. John Wentworth
Refreshments were served, prizes
at bridge were ^'on by Mrs.
Vera Johnson, first; Mis. Ida Lioby
consolation; men's, ' Capt. Edward
Greenleaf, first; Vaughan John
son, consolation.
Mrs. Awis Calderwood and Miss
Ixris Webster went Wednesday to
Belmont, Mass.,'where they will be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Pep-
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MAYONNAISE

kN
UNHAPPY BECAUSE

MY MOTHER CANCELLED
her visit?.

Don "Red” Barry and Ethan Laidlaw in “Fugitive From Sonora’

vLsor Miss Kuslansky. Officers are:
President. Mary Lou Duff; vice
At The High School president, Betty McPhail; secretary,
Edith Carr; treas., Virginia McCas
lin; squad leaders, Shirley Drink
water and Dorothy Benner.
By The Pupils
* • • •
After an absence of two years,
(Continued from Page Seven)
Rockland High School again enters
for the Junior-Class play, presented the Spear Speaking Contest. The
an award of $2.50 to Ixiuise Ny- semi-finals tf this contest will oe
stram, highest salesman in Senior held at Belfast some time In April.
High for the play tickets.
—Charlotte Cowan.
9 • • •
Lincoln McRae, on 'behalf of the
members of Senior High School, A Port Clyde Letter
A
--------- '
presented a lovely silver steak set
as a wedding gift to Mr. and Mrs Dealing With Many Persons
Sturtevant, who, in accepting tire
and Many Subjects, All
i gjf^t expressed their grateful appreInteresting
| C£atjon for the generosity and
thoughtfulness shown.—Joan AbHello everybody on this side, as
well as on the other side of the
Globe. ’Spring is one month near
Tne Junior High music classes are er! We have been hoping that
studying the epera, “Carmen,” this some of these gales we have had
week Many of the children heard would blew Spring right into our
the opera when it was broadcast laps. No such luck. Still cold!
this Winter by the Metropolitan Still blowing!!
Opera Company.
Lobsters are still on the super
• • • •
luxury list, and fish! Fish is a
The JiRlior High girls’ thorns is food served only In Utopia as far as
working on "A May-Day Carol,” by we are concerned. Floyd Conant,
Deems Taylor, and ’The Lady of Irvin Patton, Forest Davis, Harry
Dreams” by Daniels. The boys’ Lcwell are catching a large run of
chorus is studying Come To The shrimp. Nelson Gardner, saves our
Fair,” by Martin, under the direc "pointless” fives peddling these
tion of Mrs Jillson.
delicacies. Four pounds 50 cents.
• • • •
(Now if Ed. Pointer thinks this
The Sophomore Home Economics m.ghty cheap I suggest- that he
girls have chosen patterns for them cook and clean these things him
selves of the latest (Spring jumpers, self) Enough said!
pinafores and blouses. These are
School vacation is over and
well under way and being construct children are back at school. There
ed during their school time. The is silence all day. How we miss
Freshman girls are not far behind the merry chit chat of the chil
their sophomore sisters, even dren at play Dora Seavey was
though they meet for class 'less home for the week. Dora has em
often. Additional sewing is to be ployment with the John Hancock
done outside of school which takes Insurance Co., Boston.
the form of Home Projects. These
Mrs. Alden Hupper and Mrs.
give added experience. It is hoped William Heal spent Friday ih Port
that each girl will receive only as land. Mrs. Hupper visiting her
little help at home 'as is necessary. mother, Mrs. Lillian Coffin.
• • • •
Many friends and relatives at
The Red Cross War Fund, under tended the golden wedding anni
the direction cf Mr. Smith, got off versary party at - the Library
to 'a good start Thursday, with Thursday nig^t
Mr. and) Mrs.
members of the Junior Red Cross Rcdney Davis, the happy couple,
Council acting as solicitors.
received many lovely gifts.
I •
• • • •
Levi and Marie Hupper are home
Mr. Smith reports that he is for a few days, Levi having a furpleased with the showing already
lougih from his amphibian duties.
made by the class of 1946 in the pre
It seems goed to have the hoys
liminaries of the Sophomore Prize back even for a short time There
Speaking Contest which commenced just will not be enough bells to
Monday.—Charlotte Cowan.
ring when all our boys return
• • • •
home.
, .
A Jam Session sponsored by the
Was indeed glad to hear from
Outing Clifb was held in the gym
Charlie
Stone through the good
Thursday, at 4 p. m. Those in
old
Courier.
Knew that some otf our
charge of tickets were Shirley
boys
would make ’’Royalty” but
Drinkwater and Virginia McCaslin.
assisted by Dorothy Benner. Music never guessed it would be Charlie
by the 'Jive Bombers helped to make that could call a castle “home.”
Linwood Hooper too is having a
this event a success. Ice cream and
soldier’s holiday. Likes England
soda were in charge of Mary Lou
Duff and Edith Carr. The public very much and shouts the praises
o: the American Red Cross in every
ity in the home rooms was carried
1 letter. Tells of spending two days
on by Lorraine Iott and Maxine
and a night in town for two shill
Skinner. The Outing Club this
ings at Red Cross quarters for
year has participated in many ac
American soldiers.
tivities and lias as' its faculty adHis only plea is for handker
chiefs and pipes. Hankies there
are none and their pipes are not
smokeable.
We haven’t heard from
YES'AND BESIDES I
Ralph Teel. Jackie Crouse or May
MISSED THE
nard Thompson for quite a while
Why not drop us a ^ine boys, and
KATE SMITH HOUR at
WTite to The Courier-Gazette. We
orr
enjoy your letters.
Kate

BM.

W&AN!

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs Alden P. Allen at
tended Pomona Grange last Satur
day at South Hope.
Mrs Mabel Wright has been ap
pointed chairman of the Red Cross
drive. Her assistants are Mrs. Ber
nice Robbins and Mrs. Ruth Pease.
Mr, and Mrs. Elmer True went
Sunday to Portland with Mr. ano
Mrs. Harold Nash.
Mrs Margaret Robbins is gaining
rapidly in health.

_ __________ 17tf

Ime overlooking harbor.
In. new plumbing. Price
J>r quick sale. Write BOX
|i. Maine.
14*20
"property for eale In
■settle estate. J. HERBERT"
2306 or 2170. Camden

18tf

ELLANEOUS
le.table hair goods at Rockpre. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
C. RHODES. Tel. 5190.

______

Red Cross Field Men Tackle

Getting into the fray again after
two weeks' layoff, the Skippers and
the Ganders staged one of the
closest and most exciting matches
in all their many battles at the Cas
cade Alleys last Monday night, the
Ganders coming in a winner by a
single pin.
As this makes only the second
time the Oanders have won this
Winter out of 14 attempts, no one
felt very badly because they did
manage to pull this game their wty.
As one Skipper remarked, it was
worth the money just to bowl in a
match like that, even if you did
l06e.
While the Skippers stood pat on
their old team the Ganders took on
a "Pat" ln the person of Herbert
Patrick, who was pressed into serv
ice to take the place of Scotty Lit
tlefield, recuperating at home from
an operation on his hand. While
“Pat” has not shot a ball down the
alleys for a long, long time he did a
pretty fair job at getting pins, be
ing next to the Oid Goose on the
Gander team, besides making a lot
of fun and enthusiasm.
Sanborn and Peterson pulled off
another of their “even Steven, neck
and neck” performances, with
“Link” getting the better of “Pete”
by one pin on the three-string total.
It started off like a good match
when the Skippers won the first
string by only seven pins, then the
Ganders took the second by two and
right up to the last ball the decision
was in doubt as first one team and
then the other would get a few pins
ahead.
If any one man deserves the
credit for the win it is undoubtedly
the Old Goose, for hls 26-pin defeat
of "Wym" Guilford was just enough
to offset the losses by his team
mates. And in the very last frame
when the Goose cleaned up a bad
break for a ten, while Wym was hit
ting the holes for a six undoubtedly
made the Goose the happiest bowler
in all Knox County and the Prov
ince of Nova Scotia.
Frank “Merriwell” Adams, who
has been working as a Skipper the
most of the season, was just lucky
enough to get shifted onto the win
ning team again, although Frank
did not do much to assist the win
ners. His 238 was four below Cap’n
Grimes’ 242 and said Grimes’ string
is generally considered absolute
zero In bowling scores
Tliere were rumors galore that
Der Captain had a sufficient amount
of United States currency in the
money belt to warrant issuing an
other mess coll, but the exact whys
and wherefores have not as yet been
explained by Der Captain to his
long suffering playmates. All they
know is—they have paid their
money and will take their choice,
when the Chp’n says so. The score:
Ganders—Sanborn 246, Grimes
242, Patrick 24©, Adams 238, Goose
298. total 1273.
Skippers—Peterson 246, Drew 255,
Anderson 256. Young 245. Guilford
272, total 1272.

FRIENDSHIP
Town Meeting is scheduled; to be
held at Winchenpaw's Hail next
Monday.
»
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morton and
Mrs. Kenneth George were sup
per guests Friday of Mr. and MTs.
Kenneth Thompson.
Orris Burns, who has been a pa
tient at a Portland Hospital is
convalescing at the home of hls
daughter. Mrs. Wendell Snowdeai
in Woolwich. Mrs. Orrin Sums
and her father Fessenden Winca
paw are also spending the Win
ter with Mrs. Snowdeai. whose
husband is now in the Navy. Mr.
Snowdeai recently spent a 21-day
furlough at his home.
William Bramhali will be em
ployed at the Rodney Feyler fish
plant.
Mrs. Madeline Thompson of
Bradford’s Point spent a day re
cently with Mre. Paul Simmons.
Mrs Evelyn Hall and Miss Mar
garet Simmons have returned from
a visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Josie Lawry is improving in
health.
‘ Mrs Earl Brackett has gone to
Newburyport for an indefinite stay.
Mr. Brackett will join her later.
The Ladies' Auxiliary Fire De
partment met recently at the home
of Phyllis Stevens
After the
meeting games were played and re
freshments served.
Reginald Delano, son otf Mr. and
Mrs. Warren T. Delaro of lawry,
is a member of the U S Naval Re
serve and is stationed at New
port, R. L

Mr

and

Mrs.

Earl’

Files

of

Mrs. Ina Alden was -a recent vis
Gorham spent the week-end at
itor at the home of her sister, Mrs.

Alice True.

IF

2-F-tf

liter thts date I will pay
pills contracted by myself.
Maynard w gray, 2d
| March 3, 1944.
18*20
notify all that I will pay
Ibilis contracted in person.
WALTER, Friendship, Me.

The Gritty Ganders
Defeat Sauntering Skippers
By a Single Stick On the
Cascade Alleys

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW

VC
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.NIGHT 30U DIAL

’’MAINE’S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE”

Oar bays mast kaep
O«ht>
tag—we mast keep sa bay
ing WAB BONDS until riotery is won. Keep on BACK
ING THE ATTACK.

the home otf her late mother, Mrs.
Lena Davis.
Miss Pauline Starrett who is a
graduate nurse in the operating
rcom of the State Street Hospital
Portland, spent the week-end* in
town.

Yanks’ Problems Overseas

* FIRST*
NATIONAL
SUPER
MARKETS
fa/KC

Low

Price

Pre-war

Want ta save pennies everyday?
Kere'c the easiest most satisfactory
way we know—Buy First National
Bread—you’ll like it’s wheaty flavor
and the sandwiches and toast it
makes too.

2 -19*
i

V W"

One of the very Important functions of the American Red Cross Is the
direct communication it affords between the fighting man and his people
back home. Here Red Cross Field Director John L. Barnes (left), of
White Plains, N. Y., gives a message to Sgt. William J. McDonald, Jr.,
of Mamaroneck, N. Y. Picture was made In Sicily outside a straw Italian
hutch with the rear headquarters of the 1st Division near Mt. Etna.

On Masera Island, up Id the Per
sian Gulf, where there Is not a
•ingle tree standing and the wind
blows across the Island ceaselessly.
Red Cross Held men brought fishing
tackle, books and writing paper to
service men. Most welcome. gift
from the Red Cross was clippers
for hair cutting — the boys had been
without a barber for months.
In Persia, a Red Cross Field Di
rector was able to locate a soldier's
mother whom he hadn’t seen tor
25 years.
ln Africa, Red Cross field men
flew ln Army planes, hitch-hiked in
supply trucks, bumped In Jeeps over
bbmbed convoy routes, through
blinding sand storms and glaring
sun to help men with personal
problems and emergency commu
nications, and to deliver magazines
and books, cigarettes and chocolate
to isolated posts and bases.
ln Italy, Red Cross Held men ac
companied the troops in on the in
vasion barges.
in India, a sergeant was sen
tenced to the guard house for dis
orderly conduct. His officer couldn’t
understand the boy’s behaviour. He
was a nice kid—he'd never gone to
pieces before.
The officer asked the Red Cross
Field Director to see him. The Red
Cross man discovered a very wor
ried boy. Hls wife had not been re
ceiving his allotments, she wasn't
well and needed an operation. She
thought the soldier must have can
called bis allotments and a inlsun
derstandlng bad arisen between
them so that she was no longer
writing him.
The field man got In touch with
the Red Cross chapter In the boy’s

DUTCH NECK
Corp. Chai les Miller, who is sta
tioned at Hartford, Conn., passed
the week-end with his parents, Mr
and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Mrs. Arthur Chute visited rela
tives recently in Medford. Mass.
Arthur Stahl of Medomak spent
sevevral days recently with his
parents, Mr and Mrs. Herbert
Stahl.
Dr. C. W. McClure of Newton,
Mass., came Friday to pass the
week-end with Mrs. McClure and
children.
Miss Elsie Stahl has returned
from a visit of several weeks passed
with her sister Mrs. Melvin Emus
in Somerville. Mass
(Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black and
family of Waldoboro were visitors
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Wallace.

Uotne

town

Immediately,

it

took

care of her, financed her operation
and saw that she . had adequate
funds to provide for herself until the
allotment again came throughWhen the Red Cross man ex
plained what had happened to the
soldier’s Commanding Officer, the
latter promptly released the boy
from the guard house. From then
on the boy was all right. His wor
ries were over, and the Army had
gained a good fighting man.
All over the world. In every the
atre of war and active battle front
go the American Red Cross field
men— helping soldiers with major
and minor personal problems, bring
ing tiiem recreational items such as
magazines, books, comfort articles,
athletic equipment and re-establishlug their contact with home. These
men share the conditions and haz
ards under which the soldiers fight.
They also share their lives They
are on call day and night whenever
they are needed.
G.l.’s overseas have many prob
lem?. Often home seems very, very
far away. With the Red Cross there
at hand wherever he may be. the
soldier knows he can always get in
touch with home — that he need
never feel alone with problems he
doesn’t know how to solve himself.
More than 3,000,000 service men
passed through Red Cross field
men's offices last year.
,
On the mud clogged roads of
Italy, through the far jungles of
New Guinea, on lonely desert posts,
Red Cross field men take your place
beside your boy. In order to con
tinue this service, the Red Cross
urgently needs contributions from
the American people to .its $200,000,000 War Fund drive this month.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Marion Standish of the
Providence Bible Institute
is
spending 10 days? vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Standish.
A chopping bee was held last Fri
day for Albert Genthner by his
neighbors and friends at the Cove.
Nine cords were cut. Mr. Genthner
was hospitalized for tw’o months
and since returning home, has been
confined to the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R. Burns
observed their golden wedding anni
versary March 3 by keeping open
hcu.se to friends and relatives. A
three-tier wedding cake graced the
i table, this being a gift from their
daughter, Mrs. Daniel Giroux of
Waterville. Punch was served and
a happy get-together w^s enjoyed.

GROSS NECK

Va. wuttuea a*»»
EMM jSfefr
1 UNI

Mrs Irvine Genthner and two
children, Mrs. Arthur Poland and
sen of West Waldoboro visited re
cently with Mr. and Mrs Ernest
j Eugley.
Harry W. Creamer has returned
' home after visiting his sister and
i brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Rines in Whitefield, N. H
' Melvin Genthner, Jr. of Camden
spent the weekend with his par
ents, Mr and Mrs. Melvin Genthi r,er. '

OIDE STYLE
BREAD
dt, LONC LOAF

GREEN STAMPS
Ke L and M
GOOD THRU MARCH 20

BLUE STAMPS
8: A, B, C, D and E
WORTH 10 POINTS EACH
THRU MAY 20 .
CALIFORNIA <-.A BtANS
FINAST-OVEN BAKED- 10 POINTS

BAKED BEANS ^oz 15
RICHMOND-TENDER-3 POiNTS

2,%°15‘

PEAS

FIWAST-CREAM STYLE-8 POINTS
COLDEN 20OZf^c
CORN SWEET TIN IJ
FINAST-V
FINAST-WHOLE KERNEL-6 POINTS
COLDEN 12OZ|*Jf
CORN SWEET TIN IJ
RICHMOND-FANCY RIPE-5 POINTS
19 OZ
TOMATOES
TIN 12‘
FINAST-SLICED-2 POINTS
FINAST-S
16 OZ |2C

BEETS

FINAST-5 POINTS

14 OZ# f

TOMATO JUICE "^6
EGETABLES
and FRUITS

NATURAL COLOR-SUN RIPENED
RICHER FLAVOR BABIJUICE

ORANGES
200 SIZE

DOZ

NOW PLENTIFUL-RECORD CROP

CABBAGE
ANDY BOY

ib4c

NEW
TEXAS

Still the Quality Leader

IVSALADA91

Ure-Morse
Miss Irma Eileen Morse of this
town and' Henry Alexander Ure of
Massena were married Feb 27 at
12.15 o'clock, following the morning
church service at Emmanuel Congregationalist Church, Massena,
N Y. Miss Leah Jayne gave a brief
organ recital following the church
service.
The bride with her maid of honor
Miss Velma Merse. her Sister, en
tered the church to the strains of
Mendelssohn's Wedding March.
Rev. David H. Sandstorm, pas
tor read the service
Raymond
Shallow of Massena, was best man
and Robert Wing of Massena was
usher.
The bride was attired in a teel
blue wool suit with black and white
accessories and corsage of rosebuds
and white sweetpeas. Her s.Bter
wore a lime green wool suit with
black and white accessories with
corsage of deep purple sweetpeas
and yellow rosebuds.
A luncheon was served to mem
bers of the bridal party at the
home of the bridegroom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs George C. Ure, after
which the couple left on a wed
ding trip. -They will make their
home in Schenectady.
The bride was born here, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson T.
Morse. She is a graduate of Hig
gins Classical Institute, Charles
ton and attended Farmn'.gton Nor
ma! School and Northeastern Busi
ness College in Portland. Mr Ure
was bom in Puerto Rico while his
father was teaching there and went
to Massena with his parents 16
years ago He was a graduate of
Massena High School in 1938 and
is at present completing his fourth
year cf the apprentice Course of
the General Electric Co. in Sche
nectady, N. Y.

2 m 25c

BROCCOLI
FLORIDA 70 SIZE

GRAPEFRUIT 3 - 18c

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
83 00 a Year

CALIFORNIA ICEBERC

LETTUCE

15,

2

SWEET TENDER

LARCE
BUNCH I V

CARROTS

QUALITY MEATS

COOKED HAMS
READY TO EAT

37*

BUTT END 5 PTS
SHANK END 3 PTS LB

FRESH NATIVE

EGGS
CRADE A

LARGE
SIZE

3 POINTS PER POUND

DOZ

»29c

PORK LOINS

43

BEST CENTER CUTS 6 »OINTS

PORK CHOPS

37c

b

LEAN SHOULDERS-1 POINT

B 29c

PICNICS

BONED ROLLED IF DESIRED-3 PTS

LAMB FORES

» 25c

NO POINTS

PURE LARD
1 LB
PKG

7 POINTS PER POUND

LAMB RIB CHOPS IB 39c
I POINT PER POUND

SPARE RIBS

* 24c

HADDOCK FILLETS
SMELTS no i s.ze

36c
22c

lb

GROUND ONLY WHEN YOU
MAKE YOUR PURCHASE
TO KUnfrUMflMi

51*
America’s Finer Tea

SWAN’S ISLAND
The Gospel song service' was
held Tuesday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask.
The Woman’s Division of- Chris
tian Service met Thursday at the
heme of Mrs. Ruth Osborne, Bap
tist and Methodist women meeting
together
Mr. and Mrs Judson have ar
rived heme from Rockland; where
they spent three months. They
came in the boat of their son Harry
who had! been in Rockland for a
month, having boat repairs made.
While there, tlyeir son Russell was
with them for a ten-days' furlough.
He is Sergeant now and is sta
tioned at Pert Leonard Wocd, Mo.
The Red Cross Drive stars this
week with Roscoe Joyce, chair
man.
Mr and Mrs. Carleton Joyce re
ceived word recently that their son
Llewellyn Ls somewhere in the Pa
cific Area.

LKftTKft lOIIIIS
3 LB
PKG

29«

r
WHITE SPRAY SPACHETTI OR
8 OZ

MACARONI

PKC

6

18

PALMOLIVE
TOILET SOAP

320‘

OCTAGON
SOAP
CLEANSER

,4C
2 PKCS 9C

3

BARS

SUPER SUDS
2

MtO PKCS 19c

LARGE
PKG

23s

FANCY LICHT CRATED

6 OZ
TIN

TUNA FISH

25'

RED ALASKA

SALMON

TALL ’

, tin

39(

PILLSBURY’S BEST

25 LB $ J4T
BAC
WHITE SPRAY-QUICK o< RECULAR

FLOUR
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ROCKLAND, ME.

PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

Henry and the late Arthur J. Henry.
Miss Fales is a graduate of Thom
THOMASTON
aston High School, class of 1941. and
a*. X*.
X*.>
xs
is new attending the Fisher Busi
ness
School in Boston, from which
GLADYS O. CONDON
she
will
graduate in October.
Correspondent
/\ Xs
Mr. Henry is a graduate of Thom
aston High School in the class of
TeL 113-3
1941 and was employed by the Law
rence Portland Cement Co. before
William S. Stanley of Monhegan
entering the service in October,
has been visiting his son, Henry
1942 .
Stanley, for a few days.
Church News
iDr. and Mrs E. R. Moss and Mr.
Mass wiU be held at St. James
and Mrs. Warren Knights were
hosts to members of the We Two Catholic Church every Sunday at 9
Club Monday at a supper party i o’clock, except on the third Sungiven at the former’s home on ■ day of each month.
Knox street.
In the party were I The Baptist Sunday school meets
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll, Mr at 945, morning service at 11, sub
and Mrs Forest Stone, Mr. and ject “Patriots and National Evils."
Mrs. Edgar Aimes and Mr. and Mrs. Music, choral anthem, “Gentle,
Alvary Gay. A business meeting Holy Saviour,’’ by Gounod; second
was held after the supper.
• hymn anthem. Evening subject
Mrs. Minnie Newbert and Miss "Some Interesting Spiritual Com
Edna Hilt have returned home after parisons.” Christian Endeavor at
spending the week-end at Brad 5.45 and teacher training class.
ford's Point as guests of Mr. and Monday, junior choir rehearsal;
Tuesday, senior choir rehearsal and
Mrs. Fred Young.
The Beta Alpha Club met Mon hand craft class.
Federated Church will have its
day at the home of Mrs. H. W.
Sunday school at 9.45, morning
Flagg.
The Friendly Circle will meet services at 11, subject “The ThreeTuesday at 2 o’clock with Mrs. Fred Fold Load.” Anthem, “The Heav
ens Rejoice,” by Norman. Evening
Burgess at the Kncx Hotel.
Mrs. Raymond Spear was hostess topic, “On Borrowing Trouble.” Ep
to the Desert-Bridge Club Tues worth League at 6.15; Bible study,
day night at her home on Gleason class Thursday at 7, lesson “The
street. There were two tables in Book of Job.”
play and the prizes were won by
Fred L. Snow
Mrs. Alexander Donaldosn and Mrs.
Fred L. Snow, 83, died Monday in
Robert 'Libby The traveling prize
Rockland after a short iUnes6. He
fell to Mrs. Donaldson also.
was born in Rockland Nov. 29, 1861,
Mrs. Edith Chapman spent Thurs
son of Edwin Snow and Sarah Ful
day with her daughter, Mrs.
ler. both of that city. The past 33
Herbert Wood, in Rcckland.
years he had resided here. Funeral
Mrs. Robert Wolfe and infant son
services were held at the Russell
David Robert, have returned home funeral home Wednesday, Rev. J.
from Knox Hospital.
Charles MacDonald officiating.
Twenty-eight years ago, March
He is survived by four daughters,
12, the Girl Scouts were organized.
Mrs.
Linwood Bussell of Westbrook,
The Scouts are to honor tMs day by
Mrs.
Jesse Elliott, Mrs. Michael
attending services in a body Sunday
Stuper
of New York, Mrs. Philip
morning at the Federated Church.
W&tkins
of Northport, Mrs. Thomas
TOpl. Oiva J. Lampinen, who is
Horsley
of
Thomaston; and one son
stationed at Camp Davis, N. C., is
Fred
Snow
of Biddeford; 12 grand
spending nine-days’ furlough with
Mrs. Lampinen and his parents, Mr. children and cne great-grandchild.
Interment will be in the Thomas
and Mrs. Anselm Lampinen.
ton
cemetery in the Spring.
Mrs. Wendell Barlow and daugh
ter Ruth spent Thursday with Mrs.
Leslie Holbrook in Camden.
SEARSMONT
Mrs. Linwood Bussel of Westbrook,
Mrs. Maynard Cushman was re
Mrs. Michael Stuper, Mrs. Jesse
cent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Elliott of Now York, and Mrs. Philip
Bickford
in Bangor.
Watkins of Northport, visited their
mother, Mrs. Melvin Pendexter,
Lemuel Woodbury of Morrill was
Wednesday, called by the death of a recent business caller here.
their father, Fred L Snow.
Mrs. Ethel Higgins received a,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ahern, who telephone message recently from her
have been been visiting their daugh son. MM. lc Franklin A. Higgins,
ter. Mrs. Wendell Fifield, in Old w’ho is stationed at Fort Hueneme,
Sabrook, Conn., for three months, Noxard, Calif., as a member of the
have returned home.
Seabees.
Mrs. Howard Anderson and
Charles Cunningham of Belfast
daughter Barbara and son Robert
was a recent caller in town.
returned Tuesday to Whitinsville,
Mrs. Lawrence Robbins is acting
after spending several weeks with
as substitute teacher in the village
relatives. Her mother accompanied
primary school for two weeks, durr
, her.
ing the absence of the teacher, Miss
Engagement Announced
Anne Avery.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales an
Chesley Richardson* is visiting
nounce the engagement of their his daughter in Brewer.
daughter Elizabeth Louise to Sic.
Walter F. Henry, son of Mrs. Mary
Read The Courier-Gazette

QUALITY gives you lasting usefulness in the merchandise
you buy; VARIETY assures the widest possible selection of
afailablel goods from which to chooes; INTELLIGENT SERV
ICE provides needed product information, while helping you
avoid costly “buying mistakes.” LOW PRICES for good mer
chandise completes the pattern for wartime buying safety! Get
all four at the MAIN STREET HARDWARE STORE.

Strand Theatre-Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

•25*
. w. <•
sou**-Tw«"ivr~«

*4.*. aox*.
i roa miuioni or Houtovtvnk

SELF POLISHING

O’CEDAR WAX
Pint 45c; Quart 80c
Requires no rubbing to pro
duce the very best results.
Dries to a fine lustre. Not in
flammable. For floors or lino
leums.

Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton, Diana Lynn, William Demarest in
“The Miracle of Morgan's Creek”

Basketball Battles

CAMDEN

(Continued from Page Two)
Johnson, cf..................................
6
MISS NELLIE AMES
! O'Brien, eg ....... -.......-................
0
Correspondent
i Gray, rg ......................................... 0
xx xv xx
, Gardner, lg .................... r.......... 0
Huntley, lg ................................... 0
1^1. 2340
| Carter, eg .............. -.................... 0
Mrs. Scott Roberts, formerly ol j
o
the High Schobl faculty visited th«j
35
High School Tuesday.
Thomaston
Gertrude Fraisher of the WAC is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Gershoon
Roes, cf ...................................... 2
Walden.
Miss Ruth Manning, daughter oi Porter, rf ................ -........ -....... 15
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Manning, Crie, If ...........-............................. 7
Mitchell, rg ............ -.................. 0
has left for New York where she
Hall, lg ................ -..... -.......... ...
0
plans to do modeling.
Elliot, eg ...................................... 0
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lord at
tended Farm-Home Week in Orono.
24
Mrs. Winifred Young of Lincoln
Rockland Junior High Wins
ville was guest of her son and ’ The game between Rockland
daughter-in-law- Mr. and Mrs. Al- Junior High and Thomaston High
l»er Young recently.
Freshmen and Junior High Combi
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Yates re nation was hotly contested, the
cently visited their daughter, Mrs. Junior High Boys’ team of Rockland
John J. McGonagle, who is in the winning 25 to 15 The game was
Mercy Hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Mc rather close the first hall, but in the
Gonagle are parents of a daughter, last half the Rockland boys struck
Lorraine Frances, bom March 1. their stride with Donnie Marsh do
Mrs. McGonagle is the former Jen ing some wonderful defensive work,
nie Yates of this town.
to turn the tide. This completes the
Mrs. Annie Boynton who fell and Junior schedule with a season of
broke her hip recently is a patient eight wins, and only one loss, that
being to the Camden Second Team
at Camden Community Hospital.
Mrs. Arthur Hunt was given a at Camden. Five of these boys will
surprise shower last Friday at the enter High School next year, and
home of Mrs. Edna Start of Lake should be a big boost to the High
City read. Mrs. Hunt was the re School Varsity squad in the fqur
cipient of many useful gifts. The years to come. It is quite evident
evening was pleasantly spent in that Rockland is due for some good
playing cards and games after which basketball in the next six years.
The players are: Donald Marsh,
refreshmepts were served. Guests
captain;
Earl Bartlett, Allston
were Mrs. Richard Meservey, Mrs.
Bartlett,
Roland
Chaples, Frank
Harry Parr, Mrs Toni Murgitjs,
Hahley,
Jimmy
Connellan,
Jr.. Stah
Mrs. Ellie Mank, Mrs. Forrest Le
ley
Walsh,
Dave
Holden,
Dick
Ka
land, Miss Louise Mank, Mrs. Wal
ter Weed, Mrs. Walter Annis, Miss ler and Walter Spear. The coach
Marion Hawes, Miss Brenda Start. of tire Junior High team is Jim Flan
agan and the manager ls Peter
and Mrs. Helen Hunt. Mrs. Fred
Sulides.
Elwell, Mrs. Elmer Young and Mrs.
Marsh was high scorer for Rock
Albert Bamble were invited but un
land with six goals, and Hall and
able to attend.
Beattie of Thomaston were top
The Baptist Philathea Class will scorers for that scrappy combina
meet Friday at the Red Cross Rooms tion.
Church School will convene Sun
day at 9.30 a. m. Worshipi service work at Snow Shipyards in Rock
will begin at 11. The sermon by the land.
•
pastor will be on the theme “Deep Announcements have been re
Sea Difficulties.” Music will include ceived of the marriage of Miss Edith
an anthem and responses by the Stevens cf this place to Walpas
choir. The Young People’s Fellow Sallinen, UjSNjR., at California,
ship will meet at 6 Vespers will be Feb. 11. Mrs. Sallinen is the daugh
at 7. A guest speaker will be pres ter of Mr. and Mrs. Raybert Stevens
ent at the morning service—Rev. and was formerly a teacher in the
A. F. Ufford, a missionary from High School at Eliot. Mr. Sallinen
China.
owns a farm in this town, where he
The boys basketball team will resided prior to entering the service
once again don skirts tonight to For the present they have an apart
take on the local girls' team. Last ment in California where Mr. Sal
year two such games were played linen is stationed. They hope to
with each team winning one game make their home here at the end of
apiece. A small admission fee will the war.
be charged.

Dr. John Tibbetts spent Wednes1 day night at the home of Riley
Davis.
Mrs Fred Geyer is improved in
health, but Mr. Geyer remains ill.
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Young have
1 returned from Portland and are vis| iting Mina Woodcock, Bread Cove.
Alvah Carle is preparing to resume
his position with the Jamesway Co
Raybert Stevens has resumed

Australia Fights
IS EASY AS

DUSKWICK

VARNISH
$2.98 gallon

Ideal for interior or exterior
finish as it is weatherproof,
waterproof
and
mar-proof.
Easy to apply. Dries in four
hours to a high gloss.

COUGHS

HOUStHOLD

or Bronchial Irritations Due to folds

CLIANIK

--With Buckley’s "Canacfiol”

munn-re

am
srsssarysr 89*
4-ywl wuadar bew yea Wt Qt.
m m mt

MflIN ST HARDWARES.
rff. \ PAINTS ■ STOVES • KITCH EN Wflfct <£L.
' FORMERLY VEtOJE'i"
Vpf1-•

44-1 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
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The Memory Man

Iree’s Return To Rockland
Bringing Him Pleasant
Surprises

PLEASANT POINT

<

Tuesday-Friday'
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It's extra fast for Dad—yet gentle
r nd mild for Mother and the Kiddies.
, This means that those nasty Irri
tating coughs—or Bronchial irritations
due to colds—that so often distu-b
a man’s sleep—get amazing fast relief.
Almost Instantly you get the surr-lse of your life—coughing spasms
- ses—right away It loosens up thick
evoking phlegm—opens up
clogged
i -onchlal tubes — makes breathing
t sler.
There's real economy in Buckley’s—

a.l medication—no syrup. Half to one
t aspoonful will convince the most
skeptical.
Get Buckley’s "Canadiol” made in
ILS A The Cough Mixture that outsells
aU others lu Australia. New Zealand.
Canada and many other countries on
tne,i$ alone; at Corner Drug Store and

all good druggists.

CUSHING
Jack Ames has employment at
Snow Shipyards in Rockland.
The Red Cross drive is on, and
representatives will call * at au
houses.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lufkin who
have been ill with influenza, are
improving.
Mrs. Mary Olson started work
Monday at Black & Gay canning
factory in Thomaston.
Harry Young has had the tele
phone installed, the number 201-12
Many residents of the lower part
oi town are engaged in tire mussel
business.
F I Geyer is somewhat improved
after an illness of influenza ano
threatened pneumonia.
Mrs. George Vannah and Miss
Russell of Boston were recent call
ers in town, while guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Fales and daughter Helen
of East Friendship. Mrs. Vannah
called at her Summer home while
here.

MATINICUS

(By Iree Member)
I had a surprise call from a boy
hood friend recently, which gave
me great pleasure. The caller was
Dana Sherer; hadn't seen him for
upwards of 30 years. Dana is soifie
years younger than I and hasn't
changed much. We had a most de
lightful talkfest.
My memories of the Sherer fam
ily are treasured ones. Dana’s
brother, Bert, was a pal of mine in
our youthful days. We went to
horse trots and circuses and had
lots of fun. I also worked quite a
bit for Dana’s father, Charlie Ly
man Sherer and worked a lot for
his (Dana’s) grandfather in haying
time and the dinners and suppers I
have eaten there, oh boy! Aunt
Susan was a cock, a front line
cook. Ask other members of the
haying crew, Henry Maker, Val
Maker, Charlie, Bradish, young
Bert and Iree.
The farms w’as on the side of a
mountain and had to be mowed "by
hand’’ and the way five cf us used
to sprint up and down'the side of
that mountain would: put a moun
tain goat to shame, but. even with
oxen as motive power, “Brad” al
ways had his hay in the bam in
double quick time.
“How Green Was My Valley!”
And when old friends call it is like
locking through a telescope, long
years which have passed vanish,
and. through the medium of
blessed memory, a “close-up” view
of our youthful days permits us to
see again the verdant fields and
smell the new mown hay, recall
familiar faces, in fact, live again
the good1 old days. What's that?
"Must be getting old when I live
in the past?” Guilty as charged,
says I. It must be evident that
only the old have a “past” to live
in! No argument on that score.
171 return Dana's call—later.
Also had a surprise telephone
call'—another “guess who I am”
call, but, after a few hints and
some mental fumbling I nailed the
culprit to the rugged wall. It was
Elbert Oxton'—used to go to
school with him. I gathered that
both Elbert and' Elden (twins) live
on the ancestral estate cf their
late parents, Alvin T. and Greta
Oxton. Elbert says that the 500
apple-tree orchardl(“set out’ when I
lived *near there and when the
twins were “little fellers”) is al
most a thing cf the past. I'll get
over and see for myself “bime bye”
and, boy, we’ll have a good talk.
Funny how we meet old! friends
and make new ones, unexpectedly!
While in Glover’s lumber mill 1
ran smack into Walter O'Brien.
While I lived on Oliver street
Walter bought the Jud Winslow
piace—almost in my yard—and he
lives there now. Seems funny to
find that his three sons are all
grown up, married and have chil
dren cf their own. Fred was quite
a chap w'hen I first knew him but
little Sanrmie wasn't much larger
than a peanut. He’s married now,
has kids of his own, and runs a
package store at the North End
(in Rockland).
Walter is now added to my list—
to call on. If I call about meal
time I hope they won’t think I
planned it that way—>1 don't like to
be “found out” so easily. (I always
say “No, no, I can't possibly stop to
eat” all the while sidling up to the
table where I proceed to eat every
thing except the napkins). Al
ways room for a new friend at-my
friendship table. Plenty of room
for a new one' without crowding
the' old ones! I have an old “Bos
ton’’ rocker I like a lot but I didn’t
dare sit in it any more. Antique
WelL I guess so—That’s what it
squeaked when I rocked in it,
Antique, antique”—so I took it to
Ira Hilt, head man in Glover's mill,
and he fixed it up for me. Fine
job. Got another chair job for him
and Ira seems like good friendship
timber.. Anyway, we have a com
mon friend in a certain corre
spondent cf The Courier-Gazette,
who is known as a lover of hunt
ing, trapping, fishing .writing,
checker playing, grange visiting,
drumming and an ardent manual
la ber dodger—guess who! Never
mind—He is a friend of mine and
a friend of Ira Hilt so, that makes
it a threesome.

Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday

ROCKPORT
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
wfll meet Saturday with Wessaweskeag Grange, South Thcmaston
at 2 o’clock. Rev. C. V. Overman
will be the speaker, his subject be
ing “A Minister’s Day.” There will
be an exhibit by Mr^. Mary Nash
of Megunticook Grange, Oamden.
Supper at 6 oblock.
Mrs. Arthur Dyer, who has been
a patient at Camden Community
Hospital, has returned home.
The Try’ to Help Club will meet
Monday with Miss Helen Small.
Chester F. Wentworth announces
that he will be a candidate for Tax
Collector and Treasurer at town
meeting March 20.
Corp. Robert Overman, Camp
Shelby, Miss., is spending a short
furlough with Rev. and Mrs. C. V.
Overman.
Mrs. Roland Crockett and daugh
ters, Margaret .Phyllis, Priscilla and
granddaughter Virginia were guests
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Staples.
Fred A. Norwood, WR.C., will
meet tonight with Mrs. Emma Tor
rey.
The Red Cross rooms will be open
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
The Red Cross Membership and
War Fund Drive is now in progress.
The Baptist Circle will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Mayme Carroll.
“He Was a Man of Courage,” will
be the .theme on which the pastor
of the Methodist Church will speak
Sunday at the 11 o’clock worship
service. The service at 7 o’clock will
be conducted by Ernest F. (Rockett.
The pastor will be at South Thom
aston to speak at that hour. The
Fourth Quarterly Conference will
be held at the parsonage Friday at
7 o’clock. There will be reports of
the year’s work and the annual
election of officers and committees
at that meeting, which will be con
ducted by Rev. H. F. Aldfich, su
perintendent of the Augusta Dis
trict of the Maine' Conference.

High School Notes
By Evelyn Annis and Mary Hawkins
Clyde Hatch, the new principal,
took his position three days before
vacation. He was previously in the
Army Air Corps as a bomber pilot.
Before entering the Army he was
teacher and coach at Morse High in
Bath. He graduated from Howland
High and from Colby College. He
was a star in basketball, football
and baseball.
Earle Aehorn has returned to his
position in the Grammar School
after an absence because of rheu
matic fever.
Girls’ and boys’ interclass basket
ball games will be played this week.
The cast has been chosen for the
one-act play “Hold Everything.”
The play will be put on March 24 in
Town hall. The cast includes Pris
cilla Crockett. Nancy Ingraham.
Betty Cavanaugh, Margaret Ames,
James Whitney, Dwight Noyes, Neil
Browm and Ralph Staples. Miss
Randall will direct the play.
A mevie was shown to chemistry
class last Tuesday. “Ruggles of
Redgap” was showm to an assembly
Friday afternoon.
*

BUY US. WM

BOMBSj

Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames have re
Ralph PhUhrcok has been con
turned home after visiting relatives fined to the house with a cold.
in Albion for several wefcks.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young are in

Miss Loui:
her parent:
A. Smith v(
her duties
in Newport.

(Mrs. Har
been in Hat
husband, i
Mr. and« M
Rockland a
Crockett in
Mrs. Inez
ployed at B
turned to ii
and is carii
Lawson Snn
gical patien

*
Peggy Ryan, Donald O’Connor, Ann Blyth in “Chip Off the Old Block'

STONINGTON

BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
52 Province St.
Boston 9, Mass.
Assets Dec. 31. 1943
Bonds. Convention Values.
202.941 10
Cash In Office and Bank,
20.877 50
Bills Receivable.
177 08
Interest and Rents,
2,343 72
All other Assets,
4.500 00

Gross Assets,
$230,839 40
Deduct items not admitted.
4.500.00
$226,339 40

Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 24.680 96
All other Liabilities.
14.363 34
Cash Capital.
100.000 00
Surplus over ail Liabilities.
78,864 10

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.

226.339 40

18-P-22

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Assets, Dec. 31. 1943
$3,823,351
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank. 1.035.858
303.172
Agents Balances.
3.393
BUls Receivable.
13 239
Interest and Rents,
9.393
AU other Assets.

47
90
74
65
05
06

$5,188,408 87
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted . 201,426 63

Admitted.
|
Liabilities. Dec. 31,
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
AU other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus.

AMERICAN

ALLIANCE

$4,966,982
1943
$ 116.757
688.633
390 990
5.000,000
2 790,601

24
55
04
42
00
23

$4,986,982 24
18-P -22

INSURANCE

COMPANY
1 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.
Afsete. Dec. 30. 1943
Stocks and Bands.
$9,394,443 78
Cash in Off: e and Bank,
278,707 95
Agents’ Ba'. :a cos.
214.275 08
Interest and Rents,
27.438 00
All other Assets.
1.0B4 15
.

96
39

57
(X)
82
96
00

79

Total LiabUlties and Sur

$9,728,062 57
•On the bast* of December 31. 1943
market quotation* for all bonds and
.stocks owned, uua Company’s total ad
plus.

mitted assets would be increased to

$10 143.74257 and policyholders' sur
plus to $4.016JH.79. .
. 16F-23

SPRUCE HEAD •

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Gross have
Mrs. L. C. Elwell has been spend
moved to the Hector Daudlin ing two weeks with her husband on
house.
Hewetts Island.
Mrs. Gencsta Cleveland is able II Fred Stimpson is at the home ot
to be out following an illness.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sheridan Billings, Jr., is home on' Harold Waldron in Rockland.
furlough from Clovis, N. M.
Miss Betty Colette of Rockland
Mrs. Dorothy Judkins has re was dinner guest Sunday of Mrs.
turned from a visit with relatives; Loretta Morton.
ir. Winthrop, Mass.
j Mr
Mrs. Arnold Stimpson
Elliot Shephard is boarding with ' entertained recently, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Goss far the remainder Gordon Simmons and Mr. and Mrs.
of the schcol year.
i Vernard Barnes of Rockland.
Carroll Pinkham of Sullivan 1 Miss Violet Carr is visiting at
ppassed a recent vacation with lik the home of Mr and Mrs. Elbert
father here.
Burton.
Mrs. Sadie Robbins has returned
from a visit with her sister, Mrs.
Probate Notices
Nora Eaton.
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either
Mabel Haskell is employed at the
of the estates hereinafter named:
telephone exchange in Bluehill.
At
a
Probate
Court held
at
In and for the County gQ
Kimball Shephard and family Rockland,
Knox, on the 15th day of February rh
have moved to Quincy where Mr. the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and forty-four and by
Shephard has employment.
adjournment from day to day from
Guy Barbour who has been visit the 15th day of said February. The
following matters having been pre
ing his mother, Mrs. Carrie Bar sented for the action thereupon here
inafter Indicated it ls hereby Ordered:
bour, has returned to Bq^on.
That notice thereof be given to all
Mrs. Charles Turner of Isle au persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
Haut was a recent visitor here.
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
a newspaper published at Rock
John Wallace, J., is heme on fur zette,
land. In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
lough.
at
said Rockland on the 21st day
Eddie Blackmore is convalescing of March. A D. 1944. at nine o’clock In
forenoon, and be heard thereon if
at the Castine Hospital after an the
they see cause.
appendix operotion.
FLORA M. CLIFFORD, late of Rock
deceased. Will and Petition for
Mrs. Earle Waldron has returned port,
Probate thereof, asking that lhe salno
to Fort Fairfield after wishing her may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to F. Irv
daughter. Mrs. George Webb.
ing Shattuck, of Mount Vernon, he be
ing the Executor named In said WIU,
Mrs. Ursula Rillings is ill at her with
bond.
home.
MAGGIE L. DAVIS, late of ThomMA
deceased. Will and Petition fbe t
Dawn Pierce has employment at aston,
Probate thereof, asklhg that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Noyes’ Pharmacy.
Letters Testamentary issue to Helen L.
J'ames Clark i« able to be out Hallowell of Thomaston, she being the
Executrix named in said Will, with
after an attack of pneumonia.
out bond.
,
Robert Hutchinson who has been
ESTATE LOTTIE E
STARRETT.
of Warren, deceased Petition for
home on furlough, is now stationed late
Administration, asking that Gilford
B Butler of South Thomaston, or some
in Florida.
suitable person be appointed
Mrs. Toiva Wyberg has been vis other
Administrator with bond.
iting Mrs. Blanche Billings the past ESTATE MARIETTA R BLETHEN.
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
week.
Administration, asking that Gladys V.
Blethen of Rockland or some other
The William Robinson’s of Isle au suitable
person be appointed Admin
Haut visited their daughter, Mrs. istratrix, without bond.
ESTATE HAROLD D. LAYR, late of
Irville Barter recently.
Union, deceased. Petition for Admin
Stephen Gray, Sr., is recovering istration, asking that James L. Dor
nan of Union, or some other suitable
from pneumonia.
person be appointed Administrator,

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

Notices of Appointment

Rockland for a few weeks.
C. B. Young has been on tne
mainland oi> business for several
Gross Assets.
$9,915,888
Deduct Items not admitted. 189,798
days.
*$9,726,092
Admitted.
Miss Snow is boarding with Hilda
Liabilities. Dec. 31 . 1943
Ames. The nurse. Miss Taylor, has
Net Unpaid Losses.
$366 328
completed her duties here for the Unearned Premiums.
2.494.083
other Liabilities.
287.018
Winter and left Friday. E. H. Rip All
Cash Capital,
3.600,000
ley went to Rockland last Friday. Surplus over all LiabUl
ties,
•3.596.661
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bunker were
weekend visitors in Rockland.

W11

I Willis. R Vinal. Register of Pro

Admitted.

' Tuesday-

bate for the County of Knox, In the
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators, Executors
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
ASA CHAMBERS, late of Rockland,
deceased. January 18. 1944. Arthur M
Chambers of Eastport, was appointed
Administrator, and qualified by fil
ing bond on February 5. 1944
MARGARET BTSSETT, late of Vinal
haven. deceased.
February 4. 1944,
Christina T. Christie of Vinalhaven was
appointed Executrix, without bond.
HELEN M HILTON, late of Warren,
deceased.. February 9, 1944, Joseph H.
Stickney of Warren, was appointed
Executor, without bond.
HARRY C. EDGECOMB, late of Ap
pleton. deceased. February 15. 1944.
C. Earle Ludwick of Rockland, was
appointed Administrator, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
SUSIE T. SNOW, late of Rockland,
deceased.
February 15. 1944. Charles
A. Tolman of Portsmouth, New Hamp
shire, was appointed Administrator,
and qualified by fUlng bond on same
date.
Gilford1 B. Butler of South
Thomaston appointed Agent in Maine.
ROSE L. PRESCOTT, late of Rock
land. deceased
February 15, 1944,
Bernice F. Tibbetts of Augusta, was
appointed Administratrix, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
ALLIE J STERLING, late of Friend
ship. deceased. February 15, 1944. Nel
lie A. Sterling of Friendship, was ap
pointed Executrix, without bond.
I,ENA HODGKINS LEACH, late of
Rockland.
deceased.
February
15.
1944, Vesper A. Leach of Rockland,
was appointed
Administrator
and
qualified by filing bond on tame date.
NINA GREGORY, lafb of Rockport,
deceased. February 15. 1944. Clartnce
L. Gregory of Greenwich, Connecticut,
was appointed Administrator, without
bond. Mary C. Fales of Thomaston,
appointed Agent In Maine.
HARRY L. POST, late of Rockland,
deceased,
February 15. 1944. Lottie
M. Poet of Rockland was appointed
executrix, without bond.
C. HELEN RUSSELL, late of Thom
aston, deceased.
February 15, 1944,
Frank D. Elliot of Thomaston was ap
pointed Executor, and qualified by
filing bond on February 23. 1944.
WILLIE J. PARKS, of Washington.
February 25. 1944, Henry Heselton 0/
Gardiner was appointed Guardian,
and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
HESTER M. CHASE, late of Rock
land. deceased February 29. 1944. Ieroy F. Chase of Rockland, was appoint
ed Administrator, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
JAMES HENRY BROWN, late of
Thomaston’, deceased.
Pebruary 15,
1944. Rodney E. Jordan of Thomaston,
whs appointed administrator and qual
ified by filing bond on March It 1944

Attest •
WILLIS R VINAL. Register
f
_____ __
15-F-22

without bond.
ESTATE RALPH L. HUNT, late
Union, deceased
Petition for A
ministration, asking that Ralph
Hunt of Union, db some other suitable
person be appointed Administrator
without bond.
ESTATE MILLARD GILMORE, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Adella T.
Kirkpatrick of Thomaston, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administratrix, without bond.
ESTATE HARRY W BRANN, late of
Washington, deceased.
Petition for
Administration, asking that Belle A.
Brann of Washington, or some other
suitable person be appented Adminis
tratrix.. without bond.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
asking that the name of DORIS L.
GULLICK of Rockport, be changed to
Doris L. Hartford. Presented by Doris
L. Gullick.
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WTNCAPAW,
late of Friendship, deceased. First and
Final account presented for allow
ance by Alfred H. Morton of Friend- »
ship. Administrator.
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WTNCA-<
PAW,, late of Friendship, deceased.
Petition . for Distribution presented by
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Alfred H. Morton of Friendship, Admr.

1. EJ

ESTATE ROBERT E PAYSON, late
of Rockland, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Carlton B. Payson, Admr.
ESTATE JOSEPH BASIL ALLEN
of Rockland. Petition for License to
sell certain Real Estate, situated in
Camden, and fully described in said
Petition. Presented by Doris A. Ru
benstein of Rockland, Guardian.
MAUDE A PRATT, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Harry
M. Pratt, of Rockland, he being the
Executor, named In said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE ABBIE MESERVEY, late of
Warren, deceased
Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Clifton W.
Meservey of Warren, .or some othcBt
suitable person be appointed Admin-*
tsrtrator. without bond.
ESTATE FRED L. YOUNG, late of
Matinicus. deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Elizabeth E
Philbrook. sometimes known as Lizzie
Philbrook of Matinicus.
or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administratrix, with bond.

Speedwith H

finish
and cel

Exf

ESTATE HARRY C. EDGECOMB. late
of Appleton, deceased.
Pe Itlon for
Allowance presented
by
Sadie E.
Edgecomb of Appleton, widow.
ESTATE NELLIE A. PERRY, late
of Rockport, deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Marta V. Keller. Administratrix.
FLORENCE M BOLDUC, late of
Rockport, deceased.
Wlil and Peti.', 1
tion for Probate thereof, asking tha<*
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary lssua
to Hattie V. Farmer of South Hope-,
she being the Executrix named In said W
WUL without bond.

YWTNESS. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court for
Knoa County, Rockland. Maine

Attest:
WJU446 R. VINAL. Register
18-F-2J
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Miss Louise M Smith is visiting
The Chapin Class will meet Tuesher parents, Mt. and Mrs. Ralph day nlgfat with Mrs Gertrude RusA. Smith while on vacation from sell, Claremont street.
her duties as telephone operator
_____
in Newport. R. I.

(Mrs. Harold B. Kaler, who has
been in Hattiesburg, Miss., with her
husband, Lieut. Kaler, is visiting
Mr. and< Mrs. Clinton Kaler in
Rockland and Mr and Mrs. Roland
Crockett in Rockport.

IF

4'zx-^SF
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Mrs. Inez Dyer, who has been cm;
ployed at Boothbay Harbor, has re
turned to her home at Ash Point,
and is caring for her sister, Mrs
Lawson Small, who has been a sur* I
gical patient at Knox Hospital.

Junior Women's Club met Mon
day night at the home cf Mrs
Litza Vardavoulis, with President
Doris V. Coltart presiding. Mrs.
Dorinda Coughlin, who attended the
meeting at Augusta of the Feder
ation of Women’s Clubs, gave a re
port of the highlights of the ses
sions. Mrs. Madlene Jackson in
troduced Mrs Elzada Barstow,
rwho presented current events. Miss
Annie M. Rhodes gave an informa
tive talk on Madame Chiang KaiShek. Mis. Vardavoulis was assist
ed in serving refreshments by Mrs.
Jackson and Mrs. Eleanor Johnson.
Miss Dorothy M Sherman reoently
became a member cf the club.

[hip Off the Old Block”

tUCE HEAD .
[ Elwell has been spendwith her husband on
find.
Ipsein is at the home ol
prents, Mr. and Mrs.
Iron in Rockland.
ly Colette of Rockland
I guest Sunday of Mrs.
pon.
Imis. Arnold Stimpson
Irecently, Mr. and Mrs.
Inons and Mr and Mrs.
fnes of Rockland,
bt Carr is visiting at
If Mr. and Mrs. Elbert

Miss Vina “Beana” Delmonico
entertained the Knit Wit Club at
her home on State street Tuesday
evening. Luncheon w’as served and
beano and card games were played.
Guests and these winning at beano
were: Florence “Flirt” Knight,
Margaret ’^Mita” Huntley, Aimee
“Mabel” Karl, Norma ‘Bayview”
McCrillis, Sylvia “Chrs" Chris
Christoffersen, Edith “Edie” Carr,
Patricia “Patty’ Adams and Sylvia
Mr. and1 Mrs. Edwin L. Brown “Clarabella” Adams.
have returned from a stay of sev
eral weeks in Boston, where Mrs.
Circle supper afc the Un,iversalist
Brown has been receiving treat- ChUTch Wednesday> March 15 with
ment
Mrs. C. J. Bowley, chairman, as
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman sisted by Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Mrs.
have returned' from a month's Levi Flint, Mrs. Earl MacWilliams,
N^kay in Florida, where they were Mrs. E. L. Hewett, Mrs. E. W.
guests of Mr and' Mrs. Donald H. Farrand. Mrs Oliver Holmes, Mrs.
C. A. Christoffersen, Mrs. Charles
Fuller at Coral Gables.
T. Shialtey, Mrs. B. E. Flanders,
Spencer Foundation Garments Miss Pearl
Mrs- Elmer
individually ^signed supports for IWitham’
<*rl O,Brien’ Mrs'
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 235 Leonard Campbell, Mrs. Ruth ColBroadway. Tel. 203-W.
19*22 'tart 6haw- MrsSeavey>
__________
I Everett Philbrook. and Miss KathVisit Lucien K. Green & Son's erine Veazie 6uPPer at 6.
second floor, 18 School street, Odd j-------------- •—
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur I Charis foundation garments. LilCoats and Cloth Coats at moderate ban Joyce, 74 Widow St., City. Tel.
20*lt
prices.
9tf 932R
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■CLIFFORD, late of Rockld. Will and Petition for
af. asking that the same
d and allowed and tliat
|inentary issue to F. Irvof Mount Vernon, he be
lter named in said Will,

Covers Wallpaper

DAVIS, late of ThomMj
Will and Petition fo^n
of. asking that the same
and allowed and that
Jnentary issue to Helen L.
lioma-ston. she being the
lined in said Will, wlth-

3 TTIE E
STARREMT,
en. deceased. Petition for
|n. asking that Gilford
outli Thomaston, or some
le person be appointed
with bond.
k.ARIFITTA R BLETHEN.
fend, de-eased. Petition for
In. asking that Gladys V.
Rockland or some other
tin be appointed Aclmln|hout bond.
\ROLD D. LAYR. late of
I .■ 1
Petition for Adminlint: that James L. Dorli, or some other suitable
lippointed Adm i tils trator.

Mrs. Roger Dow was pleasantly
surprised last Friday evening
•a hen she answered her doorbell and
fund a group cf friends waiting
to shower her with “dainty things.”
Alter the excitement died down and
he gifts were unwrapped, refresh
ments were served and a social
time enjoyed. Those attending were
Mrs. Ansel Young. Mrs. Alfred
Young, Mrs. Paul Merriam, Mrs
Charles Stackpole, Mrs. William
Richardson, Mrs Evelyn MoKus’.c,
Mrs. J. C. MacDonald, Mrs. May
nard Ames, Miss Thelma Russell,
Miss Anna Webster, Miss Helen
Rogers, Miss Charlotte Cock, Miss
Bernice Stanley, Miss Shirlene Mc
Kinney, Miss Muriel Adams, Miss
Virginia Egan, and also Mrs. Dow's
mother and grandmother.

H

■

The Woman’s Mission Circle of
the First Baptist Church met
Wednesday afternoon in the vestry.
The devotional period was led by
the president, Mrs. J. C MacDon
ald. Mrs. Nellie F. Magune, who
had charge of the program, gave
an interesting and informative re
sume of the government’s dealings
with the Japanese in this country.
The churches’ attitude of kind
ness toward them in many in
stances and the appreciation of
the Japanese for this was empha
sized. The Christian must refrain
from judging all of a race for what
some have done, especially remembering that many young Japanese
are new risking their lives for a de
mocracy which they are not as
sured they can enjoy after the war
The program closed with two piano
duets by Mrs. Lillian Joyce and
Mrs. Nellie Magune.

Members of the Rubinstein
Club who are to be guests in Thom
aston of the Baptist Choral Sov
ciety tonight maj’ take the 7 o'clock
bus which leaves the Main street
station five minutes before the
hour. The program will be at 7.30
P m.
Mrs. W O. Fuller is entertaining
this afternoon her contract club at
the hc.ne of Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
Mrs. Arthur
L. Orne is in Wils
mington. Del., visiting her spn Ar
thur K. Orne Judith, daughter
of Mr and1 Mrs. Arthur K. Orne.
recently broke one of her legs while
roller skating, and is hospitalized,
and their son, Peter, is suffering
frem an infection.
Mrs. Stanley A. Gay spent the
week-end in New York with her
husband, whose new address is:
Pvt. Stanley A. Gay, Battery "B”
502 AAA Group, Recruit Training
Det., Flushing, New York.

Celebrating her third birthday
Saturday Sandra Sylvester, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Syl
vester entertained at a party at her
heme at 26 McLoud street. Birth
day cake and ice cream was served
to the little guests by Mrs. Sylves
ter and Sandra’s aunt, Mrs. Carl
Hilton. Decorations were in keep
ing with St. Patrick’s Day. Sandra
was presented with many lovelj'
gifts from her little guests who
were: Judy Davis, Carol Cross,
Nancy Griffith, Wayne Nelson, Gene
Ripley, Diane Hilton, Jimmy Tol
man, Yvonne and Charles Salminen, Christine Wiggin and Sandra’s
grandmother, Mrs. Leroy Tolman
of Rockville. Invited but unable
bo attend were: Brenda McKinney,
Diane Starr, Shelby Perry, Ken
dall Merriam. Billy Emery and Carl
Griffith. The mothers were also
guests of Mrs. Sylvester.

TODAY AND SATURDAY

f

IlLLARD GILMORE, late
i, deceased. Petition for
bn asking that Adella T.
[of Thomaston, or some
lie person be appointed
lx. without bond.
|ARRY W BRANN. late of
deceased.
Petition for
hn. asking that Belle A.
y.is!iington. or some other
[on be appointed AdminUiut bond.
| FOR CHANGE OF NAME.
the name of DORIS L.
Rockport, be changed to
[ford. Presented by Doris

• HERE’S THE PAINT for people who want to re
decorate tastefully yet inexpensively. So quick and
easy to use, and with such handsome results! . . .Just
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mix Speed-Easy with ordinary tap water—no special

thinners are needed. You’ll find one coat’s enough
even for figured wallpaper! Eight beautiful colors and

white to choose from. See us for free color cards.
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|BBIE MESERVEY, late of
Jeaeed
Petition for Ad11
asklng that Clifton W.ed
Warren, or seme othej^
son be appointed Admin-e
tout bond.
"RED L. YOUNG, late of
■eceased. Petition for Ad| asking that Elizabeth E.
fcmetimes known as Lizzie
I’f Matinicus. or some
•tie person be appointed
fix. with bond
BARRY C. EDGECOMB. late
deceased.
Petition for
■presented by Sadie E.
If Appleton, widow.
■NELLIE A PERRY, late
It. deceased.
First and
lit presented for allowance

The four-metored airplane, which
swooped over Rockland at 5 30 Wed
nesday afternocn, brought to his
old stamping ground Capt. John E
(“Ja<%”) Dodge, Jr., head of the
standardization board at Smyrna
Air Field, just outside of Nashville
Tenn.
A Courier-Gazette reporter talked
with Captain Dodge end Lieut. Col
Arthur Lybarger, w’ho were just
completing the devouring cf one cd
Carl W. Simmons’ lobster dinners ai
Sim’s Lunch, Park street, at Ebout
3 o’clock Wednesday night. Oar)
received a telephone call from
“Jack” at 11 p m.. Tuesday night
asking him to have seme lobsters
ready for two as he expected to be
in Rockland about 5 the next after
noon.
The flight, a training and ad
ministrative trip, was made to
bring army air officials to New York
and Bcston and other points in this
section of the country. Col Lybarger said that, provided no stops
had been 'made, the trip would not
have taken over three and one-half
hours.
“Jack” will be remembered by his
many friends hereabouts as he
started his filing career in 1928 at
the old Curiss-Wright airport. He
spent a year in Albany, Ga., and
Chicago, and in September, l£»io was
made a second lieutenant in the
Air Corps Reserve. He went on ac
tive duty in May, 1942 and is one of
Smyrna Field’s pioneer officers. He
was advanced to first lieutenant in
October, 1942 and was made a cap
tain in March. 1943
“Jack” said, “While mj- home is
really in Newton Highlands. Mass.,
Rockland is my real home and I’m
always glad to get back here .even
if only for a brief stay.” Capt
Dodge married Madonna Oliver of
Rockland and is residing at present
at 1210 Jetton Drive, Murfreesboro,
Tenn. Capt. Dodge’s parents have a
Summer heme cn Spruce Head
Island.
•
Sunshine Society, will meet Mon
day afternocn in Odd Fellows Hall.

Miss Frances E. Collette of the
Bettefan Shop is in New York.

Liberate Paladino, Sr., announces
the engagement cf his daughter..
Miss Mary Angelina Paladino to
George Alexander Greenrose, Jr.,
son cf Mr. and Mrs. George Greenrose of West Rockport. Miss Pala
dino attended Rockland High School
and also the Don Basco Convent in
Messina, Italy. She is employed
at the Van Baalen-Heilhrun & Co.
factory. Mr. Greenrose attended
the Rockport schools and is em
ployed at the Camden shipyard.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

Mrs. Richard Porter, who teaches
In Junior High School at Sheffield.
Mass., was a recent guest of her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles
MacDonald
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Spbed-Easy with water. Apply it
with brush or roller. It’s the ideal
finish for redecorating old walls
and ceilings. Economical, too.

put things back in the room with
in an hour, use the room again,
with no objectionable paint
smell. No inconvenient delays.

DRY IN ONE HOUR. You can

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

[DDIE

Monday, Mr. Sturtevant’s chemis
try, physics, and general science
classes saw# two movies sent by
Westinghouse:
“Electronics
at
Work” and “What is Electricity?”
The former showed six ways in
which an electron may be used—
rectifying, amplifying, generating,
controlling, transforming light into
current, and transforming current
into light. Tlje latter pointed out
that everjlhing contains electricity
and defined electricity as an invis
ible current. The atomic theory
and the magnetism of the north and
south poles were explained.—Joan
Look.
Tuesday the physics class put on
another in its series of skits on the
vailue of eleotronics, this particular
section being called "Instruments fcr
Victory.” The characters: the an
nouncer,
Jack
Oaliano;
“Dr.
Thomas." Harold Wiggin
John
Brann wbs control man. This skit
was an interesting explanation ot
many of the instruments that are
the “eyes and ears of battle equip
ment.”—Edith Carr.
In the same class the students also
broadcast a radio script, “The Story
of Ignition.” part of th^ series en
titled “Adventures in Research,”
put out by Westinghouse for use in
high school Classes The cast: “Mr.
Shannon,” the announcer, Douglas
Curtis; “Dr. Thomas.” the guest
speaker. Janet Smith. Sound ef
fects were in charge of John Brann.
—Betty Hempstead.
Wednesday the physics class put
on the third in their series of-radio
broadcasts entitled “Electronics at
Work.” The characters were por
trayed by Peggy Jackson, Hazen
Sawyer. Jack Hatteson. Jack Galiano and Edith Carr. The sound
effects were in chage of John Brann
and Harolld Wiggin.—Edith Carr.
• • • •
•
Monday afternoon in the school
library a tea was given by the
teachers in honor of Mr. Sturtevant
and bride. A beautiful cake, topped
With a bride and groom, occupied tbe
center of the refreshment table.
Streamers from the cake ended in
red rose buds which formed the dec
orations.
Mrs. Allston Smith and Miss
Mary Browne poured. Delicious
refreshments, consisting of pmciuiim:iiH:Mi:i»ji;ii
PHONE

Whoi o romence
. . by the team
that scores o
-MUfACtP ol mirth
... in Paramount $
laugh sensation
of the notion!

3. ONE COAT COVERS almost

TODAY

RICHARD ARLEN
WENDY BARRIE

“SUBMARINE
ALERT”
Also

Our Big Cash Night $325.
SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE

“SO THIS IS
WASHINGTON”
with
LUM AND ABNER
On the Same Program
W'M. BOYD, CLAUDIA DR.VKE

‘BORDER PATROL’
SUNDAY-MONDAY

“OLD
ACQUAINTANCE”

ELASTICIZED

ELEGANCE
Chap. 10 “MASKED MARVEL’’
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BLUE
GABARDINE

POMlD

all interior surfaces, including
wallpaper, wallboard, brick,%
concrete, building tile, plaster.
Cuts time and work in half!
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$6.00
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FOR HOME PROTECTION
BUY

WAR

BONDS

wheel biscuits, sandwiches, mints,
tea and coffee, made by the classes
in Home Economics, were served by
Jean Young, Gloria Studley, Betty
Staples, Marilyn Spear and Cath
erine Snow.
A gift of money was presented the
newly-weds by Mr. Smith-in behalf
of the faculty. Mrs. Sturtevant ac
cented the gift, saying that “Styvie”
was the speechmaker of the family,
and would make the speech, which
he did to the pleasure of all. Music
during the tea hour was played by
Miss Betty Holmes. Boutonnieres
made bj- Miss Adeline Kuslansky
were presented to each guest. The
best wishes of all the faculty go with
the happy couple—D J. P.
e
• • • •
At a special meeting of the 'Na
tional Thespian Honor Society held
in Mr. Smith’s room at rpcess
Thursday, 'Richard Stevens was
elected vice president to fin the
vacancy resulting from Byron
Keene’s recent transfer to Bowdoin
College. The executive Committee
was authorized to choose all com
mittees necessarj’ to the entertain
ment of the visiting schools at
tendant at the State-One-Act Play
Contest Preliminaries scheduled
here the last of the month.
► —Charlotte Cowan.
• • • •
Girls making after dinner mints,
for Monday's tea, under the super
vision of Mrs. Wiggin were Jean
Young hnd Gloria Studley; the pin
wheel biscuits and sandwiches, Na
thalie Nash, Eunice Riley, Madeline
Rubenstein, Pauline Skinner, Mary
Walker, Rosalie Young, Barbara El
well, Audrey Butter, Estelle Emery,
and Grace Fraughton. Mrs. Wiggin
made the bride's cake, Assisted by
Mrs. Dorothy Ludwick and Miss
Katherine Taylor.

>5.
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lines, the smart detailing and

the glove-like fit of elasticized
shoes in gabardine and other

materials. But the supply is
limited.

best

PRESTON STURGES comedy yet’

LATEST NEWS

By K. S. F.

Where a Spanish Pueblo was
founded in California in 1781,
where a great orange grove spread
its orderly rows a hundred years
later, and where a Chamber of Com
merce was established in 1888, the
city of Los Angeles now spreads it
self over a good deal of Los Angeles
County and a little beyond. Its
metropolitan population is now
third in the United States. Its cli
mate—averaging 309 days of sun
shine a year—has long attracted
both persons and industries. Among
the latter, movies and aviation are
outstanding examples. Los Angeles
has received more than 36 billion
In aviation contracts; has more than
5,000 industrial establishments en
gaged in war jobs.
• • • •
A keen-eyed mountaineer led his
overgrown son into a country schoolhouse, “This here boy’s arter larnin,”
he announced, “Whats yer bill o
fare?”
“My department, sir,” replied the
professor, “consists of arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, and trigonome
try.”
“That’ll do,” interrupted the old
man, “load him up with triggernometry; he’s the only poor shot in
the family.”—Atlanta Constitution.
• « • •

Music is the greatest art and has
the urge of binding closer families
who seek and love melody and its
enriching beauty.
9 • ♦ •

«!‘LA1N SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

9 9 •

Life is naturally mcre interesting,
fuller and far richer when you have
an educated mind. A good general
education prepares the w-ay for one
to not only earn a better living, hut
gives a rich background for getting
the best out of life. Because a man
is an excellent Bible student is not
enough today for that man to fill a
modem pulpit and be successful as
a minister.
•

HELEN VINSON ARTHUR TREACHER
HELEN BRODERICK MTMC KNOWLES
1. EDWARD BR0MBER6
■QuizlCur JOEL KOPRERMAN

9

9

9

Paper plates and paper spoons
To serve our spuda and squash;
Paper cups and paper forks
And never a dish to wash!

•• ••

SELECTED SHORTS

•

ROCKLAND

LATEST WQRI-D NEWS
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Once again Dr. John Smith Lowe
has scored tops, with his eloquent
and genuine Insight.
At the Open Meeting of D AR
Monday night in the Universalist
Church he took for his book
critique. Hcmer Croy’s “Country
Cured.” This book being a prosaic
autobiography of a western country
boy who made good, ah not all, with
Dr. Lowe’s resume of this life—He
opened our ej’es to the fullness, the
romance, the typical American of
the West who starts at scratch.
With parents he adored, always
finding more work for him—which
was all right, and everything they
did for him all through the years,
was all right! Dr. Lowe went deep
into our hearts with his insight into
this character, with the high spots
in a life full to overflowing with
worthy adventure.
Dr. Lowe’s clearly drawn pictures
of
early
Western
conditions
awakened memories in this review
ers own mind The beauty of trust
between Homer and his father and
mother, their wise methods al
ways used in the teachings of their
only child, so well told—the hard
times' storms, droughts, lost crops,
but always a woodpile for Homer to
attack.
School life, and then finally ne
arrives a man of distinction Les
sons Af deep importance were drawn
out of this beautifully told story, ln
Dr. Lowe’s inimitable manner, this
being the third of a series of books
he has graciously reviewed for pub
lic delight.
The program, was gaced with mu
sic. (Rockland is fortunate to have
at call talent cf the high class we
enjoy when Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and
Miss Bertha Luce are the combina
tion. Mrs. Sanbcrn, at home at the
piano, is a perfect accompanist, and
Miss Luce is a real artist with her
violin. They played at the opening
Brahm’s Capinettl. At the close
they gave Kreisler’s Lieberstraum—
and thus a delightful evening
ended.
—K. S. F.

A forerunner of the modern
flame-thrower,
a self
lighting
V••9
mixture of quicklime and oil, was
Members of Mrs. <Gatcomb’s 6th
used in ancient Greek warfare.
period Problems of Democracy group
• • • •
are buj-ing individual copies of “A
In Australia railroad cars are
Key to the Constitution df the
called bogies.
United States.” This is an attrac
• • • •
tive book printed in blue and red “Next!” “Who, me?” ‘‘Born?’
with Imany illustrative drawings.
“Yes sir!’
“Where?”
“Russia.”
• 9 9 •
“What party?” “All of me.” “Why
At girls’ basketball practice,
Interests Women
did you leave Russia?” “I couldn't
Thursday, Betty O'Brien was elected
bring it with me.” “Where were
captain for 1944-45.
your
forefathers born?” “I only got Miss Girard To Conduct
• • • •
one father.”
"Ycur business?"
Electric Cooking School
AS Robert Coffey, lUS.N.R, who
“Rotten.” “Where ls Washington?”
has been studying at Dartmouth
Here Next Thursday
"He’s dead.” “I mean the Capital
College for four months, visited
of the United States.”
“They
school Friday. He plans to continue
An electric cooking school is to be
loaned it to Europe.” “Now do you
his study there four months more.
held
in Masonic Hall next Thursday.
promise to support the Consti
♦ » » *
Miss
Pauline iN. Girard, graduate
The debating teams with Joan tution?” “Me- How can I? I’ve Heme Economist connected with the
Abbott and tRonald Carver speaking got a wife and six children to sup Wheat Flour Institute of Chicago,
for the negative side and Douglas port.” [Royal Arcanum Bulletin. will conduct special demonstrations
Curtis and Pauline Stevens speak
Here's the way to bake the spud under the sponsership of the Cen
ing for the affimative. journeyed 'to
for perfection in the eating: Wash tral Maine Power Comparty Home
Newcastle Monday night, accom
and dry potatoes of nearly the Service Department.
panied by their coaches, 'Mr. Bowden
same size and bake in a medium- » Miss Girard's demonstrations will
and Mrs. Pitts, where they met Lin
hot oven from forty to sixty min be devoted to* baking yeast rolls,
coln Academy in a no-decision de
utes to a snowy mealiness; if you quick breads, coffee cakes and simibate. Their next, trip will be to
want the skin to get soft, rub on a lar goedies. In commenting upon
Bates College for the tournament to
little fat before its oven sojourn. her program and what her audience
be hold today and tomorrow.
Cut crisscross gashes on one side may expect Miss Girard says:
• • ••
“There’s no reason why iwe can’t
At Tuesday’s assembly, two mov of the hot potato as it comes from
ing pictures were shewn: one about the oven, then pinch so that some bake better tasting, more beautiful,
the Winter sports in Sweden and the of the soft inside part pops up and more healthful products today
other about Iceland. Morning de through the scar. Drop in meat tllan our grandmothers made.
votions were ted by Cifford ’Camer drippings, bits of crisp fried salt Flour today is more uniform, our
on. Mr. Blaisdell announced a col pork, or any table fat. Seme day ovens are better, and our yeast is
lection of waste paper which would spoon in cottage cheese blended ready prepared. Then, too, modem
be 'made on March 14, the proceeds with a nip of ready-prepared mus enriched flour with its added Bgoing to the school. Richard Ste tard. The perfect baked potato vitamins and food iron makes to
vens announced a Red Cross drive may be stuffed ln many fashions. day’s bread, rolls, and coffc cakes
9 9 9 9
extra - nutritious. ”
whose goal is only greater contribu
Measured
by
work-hours,
almost
As a special point in her demon
tions. Betty Hempstead reported
that in the sate of war stamps, Mr. half the energies of Western Elec strations, Miss Girard emphasizes
Smith’s »and Mrs. Robinson’s rooms tric manufacturing unit of the Beil the great value of today’s enriched
System afe devoted to aviation and flour as an' extender of all ra
ted with 100% contributions. Vir
artillery-devices whidh must remain tioned foods. She demonstrates
ginia Farrell, ticket sales manager
secret until the war’s end.
that a little bit of shortening and
(Continued on Page Five)
9 9 9 9
butter
can be made to go a long
Thoughts are the seeds all are
way
when
used for rolls and breads.
planting in life's garden. What
Miss
Girard
also points out that
kind cf fruit they may bear remains
flour
is
the
very
good friend of all
to be seen. These sprouts which de
velop may be of spiritual flowering who have to watch their food bud
if minds are fed wlttrproper manna. gets ‘closely. She states that home
Good will, broader thinking, closer makers are more interested in bak
harmony in church life, is the best ing than they have been for years.
The cooking school will begin at
fertilizer to use .
9 9 9 9
2.15 p. m., and admission is free.
Somehow these small baskets of
strawberries at the high price they
SOUTH THOMASTON
must ask at this season, do not
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Jackson
really go with the struggling all
will observe their silver wedding
have to make in order to make ends
anniversary
Tuesday by keeping
come out perfectly and have enough
open
house
from
7 to 10 in the
to send the proper check for the
evening.
demanded income tax.

You may still have the lovely
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BRACKED'HUTTON

Featured By Dr. Lowe’s Re
view of Homer Croy’s
‘Country Cured”

9

A Ro»ow»ov»rt Fictvro

EDDIC

743 MAIN ST.

5 19

TODAY-SATURDAY

SUNDAY-MONDAY

J. A. JAMESON CO.

2

MARIAN HOPKINS

IRKKEN

This And That

By the Pupils

Starring

PARK
I R9CKLAN0 K
1. EASY TO USE. Just thin

D.A.R.’s Open Meeting

BETTE DAVIS
GIG YOUNG

At

LENE BELLE WINCA-A
f Friendship, deceased,
istrlbutlon presented by
on of Friendship. Admr.
BERT E PAYSON, late
deceased.
First and
presented for allow►n B. Payson. Admr.
>SEPH BASIL ALLEN
Petition for License to
leal Estate situated la
fully described ln said
am ted by Doris A RurOckland, Guardian.
PRATT. late of RockWtll and Petltton for
1, asking that the same
1 and allowed and that
nentary Issue to Harry
Rockland, he being the
ed ln said Will, without

lack Dodge’s Order Before
Flying Here Wednesday
From Tennessee

George S. Wardwell, called here
by the death of his sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth M. Ingraham, returned
Thursday to his home in East Wey
mouth, Mass.

RENE BELLE WINCAPAW.
Jdshlp. deceased. First and
|nt presented for allowI H Morton of Friend->
rat or.

I

Lobsters For Two”

Mrs Delia Sullivan has re
turned from Augusta where she
spent a month at the home of her
sen, Almon Sullivan.

J’lI I, HUNT, late o;
sed
Petition for Ad
asking that Ralph
bn. oV some other suitable
[appointed Administrator
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Norway in pre-war years planted
annually over 15,000,000 seedlings
to maintain ber forests.

KEEP ON

WAR BONDS
If you need to

BOHOUP
neo BtOOO!
Try thia great blood-tron tonic—Lydia

Pinkham'* TABLETS—one of the very
be»t home ways to get iron into the
blood. Pinltham's Tablets are also fa
mous to relieve symptoms of functional
monthly disturbances because or their
soothing effect on one of woman's most
important organs. Follow label direc
tions. Worth trying.

M

*. ■ - S > \>. f

(H U RCH ESM
SERMONETTE
“Thanks to God”

As people journey through life
how prone they are to accept
manifold blessings with almost
callous naivete. They live in a
community and accept its privi
leges as rights Perchance a
new school has been builit which
may not have cost untold sacri
fices but cost citizens nothing,
and they take it for granted. Is
it not part of the educational
system?
Whenever I pass the new
Deering High School and look
upon its English type of beauty,
I recall “the tears and blood" it
cost, as the Prime Minister
would say,—not alone in money,
nearly a million dollars, but in
the countless meetings of inter
ested' citizens and untiring ef
forts of all to bring it to pass;
yet the entering class accepted
)t as a matter of fact. Never
theless, it did not jitst happen
there
Among my papers I ran across
the other day a list of those who
worked and gave to the Im
manuel Baptist building fund in
two campaigns, under Dr. Di
vine, who came to help The
first time, $105,000 was raised,
and the second*
1 time. $125,000
The completed church cost
about $350,000.
These gifts
ranged $20,009, $10000, $5000
$1000, $500, $250, $100 andi down
to $25—a long list of sacrificial
giving. Those who died have
given over $175,000. Today the
church is practically out of debt
and has trust funds. exceeding
$100,000. In less than 20 years
no one ever thinks of what this
adventure in Baptist faith cost,
as least only a very few.
At North Billerica, Mass, as
February closed, in one of the
mills a giant flywheel exploded.
It was a terrible accident but
not one worker was injured. The
mill owners closed the plant, so
that all employed might attend
a public church service of
thanksgiving to God' for sparing
their lives. Little thought is
given to dependence upon the
Almighty and His gifts, even of
life itself. An act like this is
as refreshing to faith as a cool
ocean breeze off a Summer sea.
The urge to thank God for this
deliverance sprang from grate
ful hearts.
William A. Holman

Rev Charles A. Marstaller, pas
tor of , the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church, will use as his
topic for the sermo nat 10.30. "Cap
tivating Conception, of Christ.’’
Special music will include a selec
tion by the choir. Sunday School
follows at H1.46 with classes for
all ages. Young People's Meeting
at 6 o'clock with Miss Sylvia
Hooper as leader. The pastor will
speak on “What God Can Do
With a Consecrated Life" at 7.15,
and the Young People’s Choir will
sing. Midweek prayer and raise
service Tuesday night at 7.30 The
Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs
Walter Griffin, 9 Hall avenue Wed
nesday night. Thursday aftefnoon
the Ladies* Missionary Society
meets with Mrs. Boynton Shadie
on Camden street.
• • • •
Morning worship at the Universa
list Church at 10 40 Sunday, Dr
Lowe will preach on "Our Big
Chance." Soloist Miss Lotte Mc
Laughlin. The Nursery department
is not meeting at present because ot
prevalent illness.
The Sunday
School meets at noon in the vestry
Circle supper Wednesday 6 p. m
The Fourth Quiet Hour Service in
the vestry comes Thursday evening
at 7.30. Dr. Lowe’s twenty minute
talk on “The Sympathy of Christ”
is part of his series of discourses
on 'The Mind of Christ.”
• • • •
“Substance” is the subject of the
lesson-sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist.
Sunday, March 12. The Golden
Text is: "The invisible things of
him from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being understood
by the things that are made, even
his eternal power and Godhead
(Romans 1:20. >
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church. Mav
erick square, services Sunday will
be as follows: Church School at 2
p. nt. afternoon worship service

More Comfort Wearing

FALSE TEETH
Here Is a pleasant way to overcome
loose plate discomfort. PASTEFTH. an
Improved powder, sprinkled on upper
and lower plates bolds them Qrmer so
that they feel more comfortable No
gummy, gooey, pasty, taste or feeling.
Its alkaline (non-acid) Does not sour.
Check! “plate odor” (denture breath).
Get FASTEETH today at any drug
•tor».
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU

The “Duck”... America’s Newest Invasion Vehicle

By Margaret Chase Smith

at 3 o’clock and Young People’s
meeting at 6.30 followed by the

evangelistic service at 7.30. Rev.
Mr Elwell will be the speaker.

• • • •
At St. Peter, St. John and St.
George (United Episcopal Parish)
' Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
' for the Third Sunday in Lent will
be: Holy Communion
at
St
George’s, 7.30; Parish Mass and
sermon, St. Peter’s 9 30; Churcn
school at 10 45; Stations of the
Cross, St. John’s 7 p. m. Week day
i services at St. Peter’s: Mass on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at
7.30 a m., and on Thursday at 7
a. m., Vespers daily at 5 p. m., Sta
tions of the Cross Friday at 7 30
• • • •
“Prayer, Communication with
God,” will be the subject of Rev.
Welker’s Sunday morning sermon
at 19 45 in the Congregational
Church. Church School at 10 a. m.
and 10 45 a. m The Comrades of
the Way will meet in their Chapter
room at 6 30 p. m. The guest
speaker 'will be Mrs. Jesse E. Brad
street on the subjeot “Our Heritage
of Good.” Boy Scouts will meet
Monday evening at the usual hour.
Wednesday will be All-Day Sewing
by the Woman's Association in the
vestry. Coffee will be served for
those who bring lunch
This is the Army’s newest, most unique military vehicle . . .
• • • •
the 2)^-ton, six-wheel, seagoing truck. Officially known as
At Pratt Memoorial Methodist
Church th$ pastor, Rev. Alfred G.
■nodel DUKW, it has been aptly nicknamed the “Duck” by
Hempstead will preach ait 1045 a.
all who are familiar with its remarkable amphibian perform
m., on the subject of* “Facing
ance While General Motors Truck and Coach factories have
Reality;” the Church School will
meet at noon; the Youth Fellowship
been producing quantities of this vehicle for some time,
at 6 o'clock and the pastor will
these photographs from New Caledonia in the South Pacific
preach at the 7 o’clock hour of even
ere the first to arrive from the fighting fronts.
ing worship. Monday the Boy
Scouts will meet at 7.30 p. m. The
Methodist women will meet with
the Inter-Church Group for the
study of Enduring Peace at the
Jewish Synagogue on Willow 'street
a t7 30 Monday night. Tuesday
AND THE
night a Lenten Prayer Meeting at
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
7.30. Thursday at 6 o’clock the
WS.C.S. will serve the annual
Birthday Banquet.
Agricultural Notes
• • • •
Verne Young, Pleasantville; Mrs.
Supervisor Robert Yoder of the Lillian Simonton, Mis. EStelle Si
At the First Baptist Church this
Sunday the prayer meeitngs for men Knox-Lincoln and Waldo County monton. Simcntcn; Mrs. Sally Lord
in the pastor’s study and for women Dairy Herd Improvement Associa and Mrs. Mary Nash, Camden.
The home demonstration agent
in the vestry will' begin the day at tion reports the following herds
1015. The morning worship serv producing 25 pounds or more butter will conduct similar training classes
ice will open at 10.30 and Rev. J. fat for the month of February: in Burkettville at Mrs. Nettie Grin
Charles MacDonald will give the Gregory McDonald, Aina; Vaughn nell's home next Saturday, at UO
first of two sermons on “The Bible’s Hurd, Knox; 'Schyler Hawes, Union; and in Wiscasset at J the Court
Future Peace Plan,” emphasizing Clifton Walker. Aina; B. H. Nichols, House March 13, at 1.30.
this Sunday “The Prince of Peace.” Hope; iRolar.d Gushee, Appleton,
At 12 there will be Bible study class and Sherman English, Monroe.
Seth Parker’s Cruise
There are at the present time 23
es for all in the church school. The
Young People’s Bible Class will be herds being tested in the Associa
held at 5 in the vestry, and at 6 the tion. Plans are underway to or Mrs. Cuddy Tells Of Visit Tq
Schooner In Which He •
Christian Endeavor Society will ganize an Association in Waldo
have an inspirational service that Ls County. That will give a chance
Made Cruise
vital for Christian young people. for nine more herds in Knox-Lin
New Haven, March 4.
In the evening service at 7.15 Mir. coln to be cn test. Any dairyman
.interested
in
testing
should
contact
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
MaciDonald will preac hon the sub
County
Agent
Wentworth
or
any
In digging through my diary I
ject, "A Foolish Bargain.” The
monthly Bible Conference will toe member of the Association.
came across Seth Parker’s (Phillips
Daniel Ames of West Aina has
held at 7.30 Tuesday evening with
H Lord) “around the world cruise”
bought
the herd of guernseys of
Dr. I. V. Neprash as the speaker.
Round Top Farm, Damariscotta. which I followed diligently by ra
He has a pure bred bull from the dio, from the time—Dec. 5, 1933—
UNION
Seth Parker pointed the nose of the
herd of Clifton Walker of Aina.
Mrs. Irving P. Tuttle entertained
Two poul try meetings will be held schooner of the same name—with'
for luncheon Wednesday a group ot
next week as follows: Wednesday Captain Constantine Fink, in com
Red Cross workers. Decorations for
mand—down the Atlantic (Coast for
afternoon, March 15 ,at Herbert
the table were of irises and jon
a cruise in search of adventure in
Cunningham's farm, Washington;
quils. No work meetings w’ere held
and Friday afternoon, March 17, at far-off lands, until two years later
in February, but work will be re F.ed Law's farm. Whitefield. There the mythical doors of Seth Parker's
sumed Wedne day, w.tli meetings all will be a discussion on feeding, home in Jonesport—.where the surf
day each Wednesday and Friday in brooding and Summer management. dashes up on the rocky coast of
Maine—again swung open for the
Mascnic Hall. Guests for the lun
With The Homes
weekly "githerin’s” of Jonesport
cheon and happy social afternoon
The Vinalhaven Farm Bureau neighbors.
were: Mrs. L. F Barker, Mrs. Ed
met
Feb. 23 at the home of Mrs.
Dec. 21, due to high wands and
ward Alden. Mrs. Earle Butler, Mrs.
Muriel
Lane.
Miss
Phyllis
Black
heavy
sea the old schooner was
Maynard Lucas. Mrs. Everett Storer,
and
Mrs.
Lane
served
a
delicious
forced
to
anchor out in the harbor
Mrs John Kirkpatrick, Mrs. William
dinner.
Soybean
flour
nut
bread
off
New
Haven,
but the next day
Robbins, Mrs. Lela Haskell, Mrs.
Irving Rich, Mrs. Robert McKinley, was introduced to the group. A the “Seth Parker” tied up at city
Mrs. Clarence Leonard. Mrs. Bliss record attendance W’as reported with dock where she remained two days
Fuller, Mrs. Donad McEdwards, all but two members present. Miss which gave me a fine opportunity to
Mrs Eugene Garden, Mrs. William Joyce Johnson, home demonstra go through and impect every part
Gleason. Mrs. John Creighton. Mrs. tion agent, spoke on the subject of the ship. Being told that Seth
“Food Fights For Health ” The Parker, of radio fame, had left to
2ena Nelson. Mrs. Herbert Leach,
Basic Seven chart was explained spend the holidays with his family,
Mrs Euda Lermond, Mrs. Zebedee
with special emphasis on Green was a great disappointment, but I
Andrews, Mrs Leroy Gleason, Mrs.
and Yellow Vegetables and Cabbage, was glad of the chance to go on
Lloyd Gordon. Mrs. Raymond E
Curly Kale and Rutabagas as sub board and was very much interest
Thurston, Mrs Vivian Hannan and stitutes for citrus fruits. How to
ed in the equpiment installed for
Mrs. Nelson Calderwood.
prevent and care for colds was also the comfort of Captain Lord during
explained.
his “round the world trip." There
EAST LIBERTY
Charlotte Cleaves, Extension Ser was a huge icebox being installed,
RaTph, young son of Mr. and vice clothing specialist, conducted marked "To Keep Seth Parker cool
Mrs. Leroy Howes who underwent a training class in Rcckland. Tues in the tropics.”
a serious operation for appendici day. Feb. 29. The training was for
On the old schooner were guns
the
foods
leader
meeting,
“
Family
tis several weeks ago has returned
large and small for all kinds of
tome from the Waldo County Food Plans," which will be held in game and tackle for all kinds of'
Hospital and is making a good most communities this Spring. fish. I had a chance to view the
Those who attended were: Mrs. Eva mess room and the galleys equip
recovery.
Mr and Mrs. Charles R Howes Greene. Mrs. Bessie Haraden. Mrs ment. also the main cabin where
Arthur Brewer. Rockport Farm Bu they made their popular broadcasts.
of Portland were week-end guests
reau; Mrs. Maude Greenlaw, Orff's In that room was a small piano, a
cf relatives here.
Comer; Mrs. Helmi Ranta, Mrs. marine map, an old potbelly stove,
Mrs Ida Batty and Belva Ally Martha O’Jala, Rockland; Miss La- table, chairs, etc.
of Portland were week-end guests
Passing from that room to the
their sister, Mrs. Clarence Howes.
,YOU WOMEN WNO SUFFER FROM> sleeping quarters of Captain Lord.
On return to Portland they were
I was surprised to find—in place of
accompanied by their mother,
a bunk which I expected to see—a
Bertha Davis, who is in ill health.
real bed at the foot of which was
Earl Adams, machinist aviation
If you suffer from hot flashes,
an air conditioning unit. On one
wesk. nervous irritable feelings, are
mate 3d class, spent a few days re
of the huge beams In that room
a bit blue at times—due to the func
tional “middle-age" period peculiar
cently with his parents. Mr. and
hung an old ship's lantern.
to women—try Lydia B. Pinkham’s
Mrs ETwin Adam s
Vegetable Compound to relieve such
I have in my diary, not only his
symptoms. It helps nutvre! Follow
Mr and Mrs William Kershaw
every port but the stories told over
label directions.
of Waterville were recent visitors
LYDMLnNKIUIN’SSSSXS
the radio that made up his pro
at the Adams home.
grams, some of which came from

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

HOT HASHES

U. S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS PHOTOS FROM ACME

Left—The

“Duck” alongside a freighter is loaded with much-

needed supplies for American Forces on New Caledonia.

Above—With

driving

power

switched

from

propeller to

wheels, the “Duck” heads for a supply depot inshore.

Below—-Unloaded

,

by a crane, the “Duck” is ready for an

other trip to the freighter standing by offshore. In actual tests,

these huge amphibian trucks have carried 55 men on land

and even more when in the water.

all the ideals and blessings of free
dcm, from the wilderness, should
pass on to future generations a
Mrs. Springer Hopes “N. C.” realization of what we owe to
these first families. Too soon all
Will Write Of Her
record and remembrance of these
Ancestors
hardy pioneers will be obliterated
unless we preserve them in black
•
Rose Hill Farm,
and
white.
Owl’s Head, March 6.
Marion MacG. Springer
"N. C.” care of The Courier-Ga
Star Route, Rockland, Me.
zette :—
I have enjoyed your sketches of
the Owl's Head Light, especially the
one on “Our Early Settlers.” I am
anxious to hear more on this sub
ject particularly of families con
nected with my Emery -Perry-Da
vis' ancestry! If you can tell me
anything I shall be very glad to
hear from it.
We who have a direct heritage of
this gran<i land, and to whom it
belongs, by right of hewing the
homes, and schools and churches—

Would Hear More

as far away as the Galapagos Islands
Balboa Harbor, Canal Zone, and
Tahiti.
I have a fine picture of the old
schooner Seth Parker, which was
made by an artist while she was
docked at New Haven. Not only
because my brother supplied in the
pulpit for Mr. Lord’s father, did I
take this unusual interest in the
expedition, but because Lord wa’s
a Maine boy and started his cruise
from a Maine port.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
[Mrs. Cuddy’s letter has special
interest for me as Ed Gonia and I
visited the schooner at Portland on
the eve of its departure, and were
most courteously received by Cap
tain Lord. As a matter of fact we
were invited to join the group when
photographs were being made on
the wharf where the Seth Parker
was docked. I recall that Mr.
Gonia, an “old salt” himself, wasn't
greatly impressed with the schoon
er.—Ed.l

Washington, March 8.—There has
been so much misunderstanding of
the deferment of workers in the
woods that I asked the Selective
Service System to write down in
black and white exactly what their
policy is. General Lewis B.^Iershey. Director of Selective Service,
has written to me and I will pass it
on to you because this is the au
thoritative statement of policy for
guidance of draft boards.
The War Manpower Commission
has issued Activity and Occupation
bulletins, listing activities and oc
cupations which, nationally, are the
most important in relation to war
production and support of the war
effort. Forestry’, logging and lum
bering activities and occupations are
in the list.
These bulletins are used as a guide
by agencies of the Selective Service
System. It does not necessarily fol
low that because a worker Is in. a
listed occupation that he will be
deferred or subject to draft If he is
not included. It is the responsi
bility of the local draft board in
each individual case to determine
the classification of a registrant
based on the written evidence they
have on file. This classification is
of course subject to appeal boards.
General Hershey says that he
knows the whole logging and lum
bering industry Ls undermanned
and he knows that uninterrupted
production and maintenance opera
tions in the industry are Important
in the war effort. So, local boards
are urged to consider the occupa
tional deferment of any registrant
engaged in the industry whose
drafting would cause a loss in ef
fective production and mainten
ance. This depends on whether he
is working full-time and on whether
a replacement can be obtained.
Registrants who are "necessary
men” in war production or In sup
port of the war effort are put in
Class II-B or Class II-A, and de
ferred for net more than six months.
At the end of the period of defer
ment, the classifications are re
opened and considered anew.
The registrant may again be
classified in Class II-B or Class
II-A, if such a classification is jus
tified, and If reasonable efforts
have been made to find a replace
ment without success. The same
rule applies when classifying regis
trants at the end of each successive
deferment period.
This means that forestry, logging
and lumbering industry is neces
sary to the war. Workers in this
industry can 'be deferred if the draft
board decides that he is working
full time in the industry and can
not be replaced. His status will be
examined from time to time to see
that he really is indispensable.

f
’

I am doing all that I can, with
other members of the Maine Con
gressional delegation, to get the
$90,000 that ls needed in the annual
Agriculture appropriation bill to
fight the spruce budworm which Is
destroying Canadian forests and
may spread to ours. Raymond
Rendall. Maine's Forest Oominissiongr, and D. B. Demerltt, Head.
Forestry Department of the Uni
versity of Maine, were here last
week to tell the House Appropria
tions Committee about the danger
and I hope we will get the appro
priation.
' Many Maine people have written
me asking how the Townsend plan
is going along, and I have to say
that the only way to get the plan to
the floor'is by petition.
There are now 162 signatures on
thq petition to discharge the Ways
and Means Committee frem consid
eration of the Townsend Plan bill
and bring it to the floor of the
House for action; 218 signatures
are necessary for this, and of course
the last ones are the hardest to get,
because all who are really in favor
of the petition sign quickly. The
three House Members from Maln<^t
have added their signatures.
*
It was pleasant to have Margaret
Coffin Payne, of Augusta, visiting
me for a few days. She was here
and sat in the House and Senate
galleries while the President’s veto
of the tax bill was being over
ridden . The debates were so hec
tic that the galleries were crowded
with visitors, and many waited in
line outside. I voted to*override
the President’s veto of the tax bill
because I think we should impose as
heavy taxes as possible during the
war. Thia would make the burden
lighter after the war when the
service pecple will be back witjM
plehty to do without paying extra
taxes in addition to all they are
doing now. I do not think this bill
provides enough but believe the two
billion in the bill is better than
none at all, ,and this would have
been the case if the veto had stood.
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Don’t take seedless chances
with untried remedies. Relieve
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